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F~culty Senate Passes 40 Credit Policy
.

. by Rober~ Siniak_in

I

:The pol J y will now go- ra the
Board of Trustees at a future
meeting. If the Board approves
the document
then 'the
,
Department of Higher Education
will decide the final fate of tlie
policy.
Standards For Raising Unit
The document states that accreditation and / or state licensing be acceptable standards for
raising the forty-credit hour limit
in career oriented program
The College Curriculum Committee prepared the document
after four months of intensive
study . The Committee held four
public meetings during the months of October and November
where they heard from students
and administration.
The New Amended Policy
The amended version of the
document stipulates that any
program that will exceed the 40

1-'ho ro bv Jett <..oh e n

Senator Martin Buchner motioned to amend the 40 credit limit policy
by offering the opportunity to take more credits in a major to all
students.

-

Warning: saccharin
be hazardous . ..

No. 21

or other appropriate title) may
be submitted to the College Curriculur:i Committee for cons1derat1on and approval which
are . not ;: licensing" or ac· credit hour limit~snould -b ' ap- : _cred!.!atio.n pro~rams but which
proved by the College Curspecify lo the - Committee 's
riculum Committee for their
regular pr?cedures , except that
decision .
such credit-extended programs
must m
t
I·
The Senate further amended
.
e,,e
cert a n re the document as to stipulate that
i~ir~ment~ ·
•
the Committee and Faculty
e men ~ent Requirements
Senate
should
determine
One requirement was that
th
whether the standards of the acere be clearly defined
crediting agencies are
proceduresfor, andstandardsof ,
st
recommendations or reudents entrance into, a creditnd
quirements.
ex~
ed
program.
Thus
st
t
Buchner Tries to
u en_ts
muS
demonstrate
Amend Proposed Policy
competence and ~chievement if
th
Senator Martin Buchner adey wish to continue beyond a
3
4
dressed the Senate with an
regular o _to 0 hour program
amendment of his own which
into a credit-extended program .
th
was defeated by a vote of 7 yes.
Ano er requirement wa s that
th
17 no and no abstensions.
ere be _clearly definable stanrd
st
The
Buchner amendment
da s wh,c_h u.dents must meet
stated that the " General
to remain _in this program.
th rd
Education Requirements be inThe
,
requirement was
th
th
creased to 48 credits. Secondly,
at
e program does not exceed 57 hou O f
d. · h
certain programs (to be known
.
.
rs
ere it int e maas "credit-extended " program
Jor field.

After a long perrod of del1berat1on, the Faculty Senate
passed an amended _
f orm of the "Recommended Policy
On Number of Credits Permitted in Major Field " at their
meeting ,on March 8th.
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Sievers Draws Up Document

Str:,f!~.'2t Rep Proposed For BOT
Student Organization
will
present a proposal to the Board
ing on Monday, March 21st, asking tor student representation
on the Board.
In a letter to the Board , Jack
Sievers, Student Org. treasurer,
said , "The students are not
attempting to alter the Board of
Trustees, but rather enhance its
already excellent performance .
" We feel that we are especially
cognizant of the operation of
this college since a majority of
our time is spent living and working here," the letter said .
Proposal Will Go To The Trustees
The proposal that will be
r.resented to the board will contain the nominating, election ,
and requirement procedures to
be followed.
The Ex-Officio and non-voting
member that is being proposed
would be required to be a junior
or upper classman (60 credits or
more), and must obtain 100 or
more signatures of Kean
students by petition . The Dean of
Students must also sign the
petition stating the student is in
good standing. All of this information will be directly handled by a 'six member selection
committee with the represen-

Whether

. : .to your rat's health.
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Student Org To ·H old
-Primary Elections Today
<i>.P.,..ri..
m...a~r:""y.._
E.le-rc~t-io,..n~s+-fo_r...wt_
h_.e~
V..,ic;.,,e~P.:.r;.e~s,~dent
·
of student
today. The polls wi op n at
c ose af :
P.M.
.
.

Voting machines for each class
will be located in the College
Center near the Independent .
SCA TE, and CCB offices.
Members from each class will
vote in their perspective voting
bQoths.
All students are urged to vote
and voice their opinion in their
Student Government. The
General Elections will be held on .
Thursday, March 24th .
-1
-;
Vice Presidential Candidates
....
The position of vice president
includes overseeing all Student
Org
committees
and
participating in most of , them. The
1-'horo by Stf've ~cheinf'r
following cand idates are runJack Sievers, treasurer of Student Organization, will present his
ning for the office of the vice
proposal to the Board at their meeting on March 21.
president , each candidate listed
port it in helping to make Kean
his qualifications.
tatives approved by the three
College of New Jersey a more
Tom Colucci, Ballot number 1.student governments on camresponsive ,
effective
and
During the past year I've been inpus, Student Org , Evening
humane institution of higher
volved as President of the Class
Student Council , and Graduate
education. "
of 1979, Executive Board
Student Council.
It was reported that elections
Member and Council Member.
Make KC More Responsive
I've also served on various com(C ontinued on back page /
Sievers' · letter also said, " It is
the hope of the stµdents that the
board will recognize our
concern and willingness to sup-

..,,

..,..,,

,...,

~,

mittees. One of which is to select
a new Dean of Students. So as
you can see, I haven' t wasted my
time. It's your decision , make it
count.
Michelle (Cookie) Cousins,
Ballot number 2. Surviva l is the
key word in the American
Language toda y for the Kean
College student. I am a member
of Council and Finance Board .
Let us together make the Vice
Presidency a useful instrument in
Student Government .
Jim Kaus, Ballot number 3.
Member of the Kean College
Student Speakers, Bureau in Associat ion with the Eastern Union
County Chamber of Commerce .
Nu Sigma Phi Fraternity, Vice
President Co-chairperson of the
craft store , WNSC Radio and
College Center Board (CCB).
Howard D. Popper, Ballot
number 4. Vice chairman of
KOPS
Organization ,
Coor-

(C ont,nued on back page)

Kean College Wins Two
Awards At Model UN
by Kathy Yesenko

Eight Kean College students participated in the Harvard National Model United Nations (HNMUN) 1977
Conference on March 3rd thru Sunday, March 6th at
Boston and Harvard University.
The main purpose of the
conference was to gain " a
deeper understanding of how
major world issues are considered and acted upon through
the diplomatic processes of the
United Nations . . . " according
to the Secretary General.
Colleges
throug_hout
the
United States sent students to
represent countries at the model
U. N. Conference. The student
delegation from Kean Colege

represented Finaldn and Iraq.
Representing Finland, were:
Maxine Kahn, (Head Delegate)
Environmental
Committee;
Georgina Wilheiin, legal; Bill .
McFarland, Special Political; and
Kathy
Yesenko,
Social,
Humanitarian
and
Cultural.
Representing Iraq were: Alva
Drakes, Economic and Financial ;
Joe Ginarte, Special Political,
Car Io s de
Sa ,
Socia I ,

(Continued on back page)

l'horo by Joe Horvath

President Weiss congratulating the award winners from the Harvard Model UN. From left to right are
President Weiss, Alva Drakes, outstanding performance (best delegate) on economic and finance,
Georgina Wilheim outstanding performance in legal committee, and Howard Rubin, Chairman of the
Political Science Department.
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Office of Veteran Affairs Briefs
fraternity, for the last four years .
by Kevin P. Davis
and has served as a teacher's asVeterans in need of tutoring help should check with sistant in the Psychology departthe Office of Veteran Affairs (OVA) in regard to qualify- ment.
ing for tutorial assistance.
This little~ known veteran 's Veteran Affairs (OVA).
benefit will pay for tutoring serClaims for tutorial assistance
vice up to $65 a month and to a may be submitted at the end of
l
each month or the claim may be
delayed and caver more than
one month . Veterans are reimbursed .for the cost of the tutoring services . based on the frequency of submission of claims.
Tom Brennan
Any veterans requiring further
information or desiring to subJerry Moody is an Air Force
mit paperwork for tutorial as- veteran who has been participatsistance should contact Steve ing in the work-study program
Vence, -Veteran Affairs Coorsince 1974. Well versed in
dinator at the OVA on campus.
veterans affairs, Mr. Moody
This week 's Veteran Affairs Of- gained most of his experience in
Jerry Moody
fice personnel being profiled are the Veteran 's Office at Staten
maxim um of $780 over the vet- peer counselors Thomas J. Bren- Island Community College, from
which he transferred in the fall of
eran's 10 year educatio~al en- nan and Jerome W . Moody.
Tom Brennan, a Marine Corps , 1976. The Junior Management
titl ement period.
In order to be eligible for veteran who saw action in the Science major is presently sertutorial assistance, a written veri- Republic of Viet Nam, is a senior ving as the Chief of the OVA 's
fication of need of tutoring from Psychology major here at Kean . data processing administration .
Tom andJerry,likealltheOVA
the class instructor is required. He is currently serving in the
Also the professor must ap- capacity of assistant counselor personnel, are available in the
prove , in writing, of the veteran 's for graduate student veterans. office or around the campus to
tutor. In addition the veteran Mr. Brennan has been active in aid , inform and advise veterans
needs a written statement of Alpha Sigma Mu , the veteran's attending Kean College.
qualifications of the tutor and
A Night Featuring_Italian Music And Dance
the tutoring charge5. All the
above mentioned paperwork
''/
"T'
mu st be submitted to the
..1
Veteran ' s Administration
th rough th e campus Office of
" UNA NOTTE ITALIANA ", an evening highlighting
Alpha Sigma Mu, the veteran's Italian heritage in music and dance , will be presented by
fraternity, will hold an open the Eugene G. Wilkins lecture Committee of Kean
membership meeting on March College of New Jersey on Tuesday, March 22 , at B:OO
22, at 5:30, at the Kean building
according to Charlie Wilder, P.M. in the Wilkins Theatre. Sra . louise Natale, soprano
chairman of the fraternity's sploist, and Sr. Eugenio Fernandi , veteran tenor, will
reorganization committee. All present music in the grand style'. The Center Italian St.
veterans attending Kean College Anthony (CISA) dancers , under the direction of Mr.
are invited to attend.
At3:00todaythefraternitywill Frank Mazza , will perform Neapolita and Sicilian folk
becelebratingSt.Patrick'sDayat dances and songs, and Mr. John Michael Caprio will
the pub, all 'Veterans are invited ser;ve as impresario .
to join in the lestitflties..
II
I d
from Tosca and "A vecchella"
Ronald Schnauffer was inThe · program wi
inc u e
ducted into the fraternity, Bill duets, " Parigi, o cara", from La from Arietta Di Posillipo by Sr.
Van Note was elected acting Traviata, " Sulla tomba che
Ferna nd i.
Treasurer and committees on rinserra" from Lucia by Sra.
Sra. Natale, born and educated
Charter and Constitution re- Natale and Sr. Fernandi, and
in Elizabeth, is a graduate <;>f the
vision were appointed. It was solos: " Un Bel di vedremo" from
Julliard School of Music, soprano
decided that at the March 22 Madama Butterfly, and "Pui la
soloist of the Riverside Church,
voce" and "O rendete mi la
New York, and adjunct profesmeeting, permanent officen will
"f
. .b
sor of vocal music at Kean
be elected.
Spemme rom I Purttam y Sra.
Natale; and " E lucevan le stelle" College. She has completed
three nationwide tours as sop.
_,
rano soloist · with the Robert
Shaw Chorale, has an outstanding reputation for oratorio and
'
concert artistry, has sung in Bach
festivals and has been the sop-

·
,,
ta zznana

0

De,ferred Tuition Plan
Fails For Rochester
loaning money to ·~tU<!ents without any means of enforcing collection is like a bank loaning money without
collateral. For' some borrowers it may work but, in the
long run, the lender is likely to get burned .
At least that is the lesson they
learned at Rochester Institute of
Technology. Administrators
ended the lnstitute's six-year-old
deferred payment tuition plan
after they were forced to write
off $400,000 in uncollectable
debts. RIT is also carrying about
$600,000 in debts over a year old
on its books, according to Bursar
Richard Schonblom . Schonblom
said the plan was unique because students weren 't required
to sign a promisory note or any
statement of financial obligation . They had to merely pay
half their tuiti"on at registration
and the remainder, al0ng with a
$5 processing fee, five weeks
later.
According to Schonblom,
about 50% of .the participants
either failed to pay on time or
didn 't pay at all. He said the
Institute had " no leverage to use

Be p resen t e d A t KC

II 0 PE Rs
II QRN ER.. Th

rano soloist in Handel 's Messiah
with the U .S. Naval Academy in
Annapolis, Maryland. She has
performed with the St. Louis
Symphony, the New York
Philharmonic, the New Jersey
Symphony and the N. B. C.
Symphony.
Sr. Fernandi is an experienced
artist who has sung leading roles
in opera houses all over the
world including the Metropolitan,

Covent

Garden,

the

Vienna Staatsoper and the
Bolshoi Theater. He began his professional career in·Milan after
winning an operatic contest at
Teatro LaScala . He is also the only
opera star studying acting techniques with renowned director
Lee Strasberg.
The CISA Italian Folk Group of
St. Anthony's Church in
Elizabeth established four years
ago by Mr. Mazza, has performed for the Smithsonian
Institution, Washington, D .C. , '
at the Garden State Arts Center
and in many upper New York
State and nearby New Jersey

to collect the money owed " that
would be as effective as cancellation of the plan. When
asked if the Institute couldn 't
with_hold grades and credit for
failure to pay, he emphasized
that RIT's policy is to withhold
grades only in rare disciplinary
cases, not for overdue debts.
RIT students are, predictably,
upset over the cancellation. According to Student Association
President Steve Gendron , a
written request for a hearing has
been filed with the Hearing
Board, the highest in the RIT
judicial process, asking reinstatement of the plan until a
study of alternatives can be
made.

Huneke To
Read Poetry
Herbert Huneke, the " Father
of the Beat Generation" will be
on t he Kean c o II ege campus on
Monday,March28at5 :00p.m. in
Room 313 of Willis Hall. Huneke,
whose appearance is sponsored
by the Department of English ,
will read his poetry and talk
about his friendships with such
members of the Beat movement
as
Burroughts , Ginsberg,
Kerouac, and Ferlinghetti.
Huncke's visio_n has been
shaped by forces - prison, the
drug underworld-. that many

contempora~y writers have
sought t<;> ~1mulate because of
the terrrfyrng honesty often
foun~ there. ~itc~hiking around
A~errca, shrppr~g out on
freighters, the . Tr mes Square
hustel and the hipster scene constituted his education.
Huneke has ?een celebrate,d
El
H
I J kK
as mo asse rn ac . er~u.ac s
On the Road.and Huck rn V1s1ons
of Cody_. By int_roducing the beat
generation writers to aspects of
If
i e o f which t h ey were
previously unaware, he profoundly affected both the content
d h
f h ·
··
an c arager O t err wrrtrng.

Oh my goodness ft":;~•:•;~

· by Haight Ashburry
A recent bullet·,n from the
New Jersey State Police has
relayed a warning to " two types
of people : drug users and law
enforcement officers."
It seems that a whitish and
grandular
substance
called
" lance" is being mistaken for
heroin or cocaine. Instead of
getting off from this " lethal form
of powdered tear gas in talcum
form ," the user could be instantly dead or irreparably brain
damaged. (White gun powder i<
also available and deadly .)
Smelling, they say, could cause
the brain damage while sniffing
or tasting would be fatal. Even
being present in the immediate
vicinity upon opening a package
obtaining lance, may cause brain
damage.
lf lance comes into contact
with the skin, it may cause a burning sensation. Diluting or washing with water may result in same
effects described above.
Lance comes in air-tight packages such as hermetically sealed
plastic bags, ~Iver foil and·
baggies wrapped tightly and
completely in scotch tape. All
packages received to date have
been mailed from zipcode11367
which happens to be in Flushing,

New York. Lance has been found

in Texas, Colorado, Oregon -and
Washington.
Cocaine is very expensive ($80
per gram) but when obtained
can be a lot of fun. (At that price,
it better be) . If instead of coke
you get fance , it could be much
much more expensive than you
ever expected, so just beware!
If you are playing around with
heroin , then personally think
that you are playing with death
even if you can obtain the best
and the purest form . Heroin is
some of the worst shit you can
get your hands on, so if you are
using it or are thinking about it,
slop or don't.
I would like to add an optomistic note as " one for the
road." Amethystic agents, such
as L-dopa, ephedrine, apomorphine and aminophyllin , which
work in much the same way as
adrenalin by increasing the
production of brain enzymes
that neutralize alcohol by up to
50 percent in half an hour, may
soon be the active ingredients in
an anti-alcohol tablet. The director of the University of California
. at Irvin project said that he expects the sob~ring,ag~r~s t<: save
the lives of people who take
over doses of alcohol and downs.

_"

OS e-

Crazy Co Ile
.•·

.

·

l'hoto by )teve )cheiner

The coming of Spring brings out many things. It brings out the leaves on the trees, the flowers, the lovers
of warm sunshine and fresh air, oh yes, and th~ kooks. During an outdoor basketball game, a few weeks
ago, this young man was caught making a personal foul. He _was penalized and the opposing team
received two free shots. (They weren't aimed at the basket!).
.
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Career Outlook
MAJOR PROGRAM - ECONOMICS
Total Number of Graduates

12

Number of Graduates Contacted

100%

8

67%

Graduates Employed

7

88%

Major Field

4

57%

STATISTICAL BREAKDOWN

Public School Teaching
Parochial & Private School Teaching
Substitutes, Part-Time, Etc.
Position Requiring A B.A. Degree
But Not Related To Major
Non B.A . Degree Pos ition

3

43%

Attending Graduate School
Not Interested In Employment
Unemployed

12%

Average Starting Salary

$10,800

Other

MAJOR PROGRAM ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Total Number of Graduates

229

100%

Number of Graduates Contacted

160

70%

STATISTICAL BREAKDOWN
Graduates Employed

130

81 %

Major Field

82

63%

Public School Teaching

37

45%

Parochial & Private School Teaching

17

21%

Substitutes, Part-Time, Etc.

28

34%

Po~ition Requiring A B.A. Degree
But Not Related To Major

9

7%

Non B.A. Degree Position

3

30%

Attending Graduate School

4

2½%

Not Interested in Employment

4

Unemployed

19

Average Starting Salary

2½%
12%
$9,900

Other:
1. NitJht School for Conversational Spanish
3

2%

Total Number of Graduates

24

100%

Number of Graduates Contacted

11

46%

MAJOR PROGRAM ENGLISH EDUCATION
STA TISTICAL BREAKDOWN
Graduates Em.p loyed

8

73%

Major Field

7

88%

Public School Teaching

5

71 %

Parochial & Private School Teaching

1

14%

Substitutes, Part-Time, Etc.

1

14%

Position Requiring a B.A. Degree
But Not Related to Major
Non B.A. Degree Position

1

12%

Attending Graduate School

1

9%

2

18%

Not Interested In Employment

Average Starting Salary

Other

MAJOR PROGRAM - ENGLISH - GENERAL
Total Number of Graduates

66

100%

Number of Graduates Contacted

47

71 %

STA TISTICAL BREAKDOWN
Graduates Employed
Major Field

34

72%

3

9%

Public School Teaching
Parochial & Private School Teaching
Substitutes, Part-Time, Etc.
Position Requiring A B.A . Degree
But Not Related To Major

10

29%

Non B.A. De gree Positi on

21

62%

3

6%

6

13%

3

67%

Attending Graduate School
Not Interested In Employment
Unemployed

2%

Average Starting Salary
Other :
1. Seminary Student
2. La School
3. Out of State

~~~~

~~

'o~~i,,~

,-<o c,~t-- ~

-

ACAOEMIC
5URVIVAL l<IT

The content of the first two parts of this series gave
suggestions for making the most effective use of your
study time with textbooks. Pointers included: make a
preliminary swvey of the text, read chapters for the main
•ideas, question yourself as you read , underline salient
parts , and make margin notes.
Use Study Guides
Study guides, outlines and
supplements which accompany
many texts are extremely
helpful. These guides often offer
synopses of the material and
raise provocative questions that
make 'you see far more deeply
into the textbook itself. Use the
best study guides and supplements that are available and
refer to them as you read ; then
return to them when you review
for your examination .
Text supplements that are
mentioned in the author's
suggested additional readings or
bibliography should be consulted. Often a point that seems
obscure in your text can be
clarified by a special study of the
subject.
Review Systematically
Reviewing must be a
cumulative discipline and ought
to becorrie a habit of study . You
review a phrase or sentence by
underlining it; you review a page
after you have read it by simply
recalling the major points; you
reassess the meaning of a
chapter by noting some of the
main ideas on a piece of paper;
you reevaluate the material
when in class by joining in the
discussion; you record varied
points of view and interpretations in your notebook as
you listen to the professor and

you
from
remembering
afterwards.
Assembly Summary Notes
The easiest way of reviewing is
to assemble your summary notes
of each chapter that you have
read, converting the statements
into questions, and checking the
individual ch·apters to see if you
are answering the questions fully
and accurately. Your questions
in the margins as well as your
underlining will help you to
recall details. If you have kept ·a
reading journal, your own
reflections will be a further aid in
remembering particular ideas.
Your class notes will reinforce
your reading . Pose rigorous
questions to yourself, but as you
approach you r examination ,
remember one important point:
Do not clutter your mind with
details. If you have read the text
carefully and can identify major
ideas, you will easily remember
supporting
information and
data .

Studying Requires
Practice and Concentration
Studying is an essential aspect
of your education - representing a large investment in time
and
money.
Like reading,
athletics, or any other activity,
studying requires practice and
concentration. It is important,
therefore, that you make maximum use of the books, learning
materials and facilities that are
available to you. The enjoyment
you find in learning, and the
retention of the knowledge you
acquire, will depend in great part
on your developing good study
habits.
This article is part of a series
recently initiated for college
students by the Association of
American Publishers. Copies of
the complete HOW TO GET THE
MOST OUT OF YOUR
TEXTBOOKS -can be obtained
free by w riti ng to AAP STUDENT
SERVICE, One Park Avenue,
New York 10016.
Future topics will give you
suggestio ns on how to take
better class notes, read better for
class assignments, plan, research
and write term papers, and other
effective techniques for using
study time an_d
learning
mater ia ls.

other students; you make your

2. Connecticut Business Institute
3. Kean College Certification Program

Unemployed

Page 3

final review before the text by reexamining
your
own
underlinings, your notes in the
margins, lecture materials, and
notebooks.
Avoid cramming· at all costs,
even though it may be tempting
to postpone assignments and
wait until the night before the
examination . Cramming creates
tension that may hinder your
memory during the examination
and that will certainly pr':!vent

Seton Hall Hosts Bromberg
South
Orange,
N.J.-The
David Bromberg Band, one of
the most accomplished and versatile groups in the rock music
world today, will present two
concerts at Seton Hall University
the evening of March 23 in the
Main Lounge of the Student
center. The two shows are
scheduled for 7:30 p.m . and
10:00 with tickets priced at $5.
A group of six musicians backs
Bromberg, who is known for in-

jecting a crazy sense of humor
often in the form of rambling
narrative interludes and exchanges with the audience that
are complete, spontaneous and
totally sincere. All six are equally
outstanding performers . Bassist
Hugh McDonald and drummer
Steve Mosley combine for the
rhythm section ; Brantley Kearns
on fiddle and mandolin has a
capacity for broad musical styles
and a pleasant country-western
voice; Dick Fegy, is adept on

Medical Researcher Finds
Alcohol Affects The U·n born
(CPS)-A medical reseacher has evidence showing that
fathers who drink heavily are more likely to rear abnormal babies than fathers who do not drink. In the past
is has been shown that alcoholic mothers risked producing abnormal children and this problem wasdubbed the
" fetal alcohol syndrome" in 1973.
·
But now in the March 1977 issue of Listen magazine, drinking
fathers are shown to have
dangerous, if not fatal effects on
their unborn children . The
research wa s conducted by Dr.
F.M . Badr, a geneticist at the
University of Kuwait and
formerly of th e Worcester Foundation for Experimental Biology
in Massachusetts. A heavy
drinker is defined as one having
at least four drinks a diiy.

guitar, mandolin , banjo , fiddle
and acoustic and electric guitar,
with horns provided by Curt
Linberg on trombone and John
Firmin on sax , clarinet , flute and
pennywhistle. Together with
Bromberg they provide a tasteful
synthesis of jazz and even Dixieland-style playing to accent
"rock.""" Regardless of what kind
of music you ' re partial to," writes
one reviewer, "this band w.ill
please your ears."
Bromberg has studies the
guitar since the age of 13 and
planned a career as musicologist.
However,
his
extraordinary
guitar picking and exceptional
stylistic range early brought him
to the attention of top musicians
who sought him out as back-up
artist for recordings. In all he has
played as sideman on over 75
albums.
Since 1970 he has been a performer of his own and traditional
American music, and his remarkable versatility and innovative
resourcefulness have earned
him vast critical and popular acclaim. Wrote the New York
Times of Bromberg : " He fits no
pigeonholes . He is part of
everything
contemporarily
musical. He is a product of blues,
country, jazz, folk, and classical
music. From his earl y success as a
guitar virtuoso, Bromberg has
developed into a brill iant entertainer."
,., . , , , _ ,.,.

., , .1 .. , . . . , ...... '.,, :.,..., ....
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EDITORIAL

The choice Is yours
Today marks the ·beginning of the elections for Student
Organization elections for 1977-78 and as with all campaigns
there will be speeches on Tuesday that will enlighten you as to
who is running.
There should be however, emphasis put on the importance of
the Student Government, especially the Student Organization
of Kean College. Student Organization operates on the student
activities fees we so grudgingly pay with our tuition bill every
semester. From there comes the funding of all the groups that
provide the various services such as C.C.B., The Radio Station
(WNSC), Independent, Yearbook, Hotline, Athletics (in part) All
College Parties, and Pep Rallies just to name a few. Dealing with
hundreds of thousands of student dollars is not exactly a game
and it takes responsible, experienced people.
When we say experienced responsible people, we mean
those who have in some way participated before. After all, no
one learns overnight.
Perhaps it would be in order to warn the voters to· beware of
those candidates who carry big schticks. Promises of reducing
or eliminating student activitie fees has been in the past one of
the more popular campaign promises. But believe it or not
student activities fees are the life blood of Student Organization
and more importantly the student groups that provide services.
Trying to allocate monies from other sources such as the Alumni
or the school itself are simply rediculous. Neither can afford it.
Of course th~re is always the speech centering on totally
revamping the student government to be more receptive to the
students. This would naturally sound like a great idea, but the
Student Organization's own constitution already states just that.
It is by nature, open to all the students for inspections and
suggestions, all the time.
Shy away from the mudslingers, they are just trying to win; in
the past the meer mentir~, of Lincoln Continentals and extorted
funds just proved to bef iicrous inventions of an individuals
own prejudices. Fortunately few candidates choose to take that
dusty road.
The most important qualification, as we mentioned before is
the candidates involvement in the school prior to elections. If
one were to choose between someone involved socially (parties, dinners, etc.) and another who was involved on the Finance
Board for instance, the latter should be considered much more
seriously.
The polls will open for final election of executive board and
NSA Coordinator held on Thursday the 24th at 9:00 a.m. and
close at 5:00 p.m. Remember that the more people that vote,
the more representative the Student Government will be of the
whole student body. Give careful consideration to all the candidates and vote wisely.
If you wish to vote and are not sure of the procedure there
will be people manning the polls at all times that they are open.

Berman Review
Strikes-Sour Note
Dear Mr. Snyder,
Your so-called review of the Lazar Berman concert has reac hed
heights of tastelessness, musical ignorance and poor English that a re
of landmark proportions. To cite a few of your, shall I say, " indiscretions" .. .
First: Your seritence constru ctions (perhaps I should say " destructions" ) are for the most part so abstruce as to be-unintelli gib le .
Second : Mr. Berman's last encore was by Gershwin but not his
" Rhapsody in Blue"; it was one of his preludes.
Th ird: It ill behoaves a music critic, which you apparentl y presume
to be, to treat a great musician .so disrespectfully, with such snide,
sophomoric humor. (Try reading a N. Y. Times, 3/3/77, music critic to
get an idea of how even a mixed review is done).
Fourth : If you plan a career in journalism or any use of English, may
I suggest that you take a remedial cource or avail yourself of a tutor or
writing lab. Better yet, change your plans!
In any event, don't subject a public to your puerile efforts. It's an
insult.
Sincerely but regretfully ,
Lydia B. Rosen

The Ears Ring True
Letter to the Editor,
In the March Independent the ears read " There goes the campus ..
. shot to hell ." I couldn 't agree more. After hearing so many on campus state their opposition to police carrying guns during the daylight
hours, I cannot believe that the Student Cound has endorsed the
gun proposal.
I can readily understand Greenberg's insistence on arming his
men, he is, after all, the director of Campus Police. But the Student
Council in approving this proposal has shown its total lack or responsibility to the student body it was elected to represent. Overall -the
student Organization of the college, when it abandons the student
body in such a controversial circumstance, and buckles under to
Greenberg's ludicrous justifications for guns, no longer is doing the
job it was elected for.
Whether our elected student representatives are

easily led or just

unwinning to "rock the boat" is not known. But like sheep, blindly

following one another to slaughter, they will find out when it is too
late.
Sal Cardaci
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Nova Cutoff
" For those who never get involved in politics. Oh-yea."
(Lina Wertmuller 'Seven Beauties ')

K.O.P.S. Applauded
Dear Editor,
I'd like to congratula te Messrs John Mexi a and Howard Popper for
a good opening job trying to stimulate a little emotional drive.
Everything must start somewhere and I' ll admit it wasn 't the best
but at least- it was t here. " 100 students" you sa y, who' s fault was that?
I'm sure that you couldn ' t find many athelthes who wouldn 't want to
have 5 or 6 thousand people in there honoring t hem. It m ight give
that incentive to score that extra point, even though it was a pep rally
in an institution of higher learning. They'd· like to know people did
have belief in their school and them . Koalition of Participating
Students is an open club for anyone who 'd like to strive and unite
support for activities, have any ideas?
William R. Norman

Redo Your Senior Pix
To the Editor,
Merin Studio's would like to apologize to those students who were
not satisfied with their senior photos. They will be pleased to send up
another photographer, for another sitting Wed. , March 23, without
any charge. Please contact the Yearbook Office CC 120. Thank You .
Yearbook Staff

The Imaginary Gripe
A letter to the editor :
I had been under the misconception that the Independent was for
the benefit of everyone.
l now see that it is esoteric and apathetic towards anything aestheticaJly oriented.
Asa member ofthe cast ofthe ' Imaginary Invalid ', I was outraged to
discover that not a single word concerning our production was contained in the March 10th issue. Fellow cast and crew members
worked long and hard to put together this show and one only has to
see it to appreciate the work involved.
Then again, how could anyone see it if they don 't know about it? I
guess that if you have to travel further than across the hall to the Little
Theater we can forget about any converage.
It also seems to me that if there is no beer or some ball of any shape
or music involved you don 't deem it worthy of print.
By next week , something wllt finally appear, but by then I think I t will
be too late because there will be only four shows remaining, when we
could have had the benefit of publicity for ten shows.
Three times I went to the photographers seeking coverage and I
still see nothing; there is no review either. Evidently the staff of the
Independent think it is Avant-garde to cover something besides a
Jello eating contest or a " concert" in Sloan Lounge attended by ten
people.
Michael Bachmann

Having recently read William Burrough's Nova Express {a nova is of
course, an-exploding star/planet). I was somewhat disconcerted upon discovering that " The streets of Rome are filled with Rubble" (Bob Dylan,
" When I paint my masterpiece" ). To quote from Sunday's Star Ledger
"35,000 rampaging (emphasis my own) students took to the streets in
Rome and more rioting broke out in Bologna ... " Buildings were burned,
gun shops looted, etc.
·
The reason for the carnage, it has been suggested, was the shooting of a
" leftist student" -by police. But one might suggest a different approach to
answer the question "why destroy?". Burrough 's has suggested that there
exists on this planet a thing entitled " Absolute Need." One might suggest
that absolute need begs total fulfillment.
To define my terms, one suggests tharabsolute need implies more than
basic food/shelter/clothing. Total fulfillment demands, further,
love/security/moral reality. The leftist suggest that socializing the means
of production will fulfill all needs, the rightist suggest that only in a
capitalist society might men and women freely choose rightousness. And
the church tells us to aim our eyes towards heaven. (Odd, is it not, that
blood spilled at the Pope's feet).
As we consider the cessation of the madness of the market place a necessity, we must further demand rightousness with an eye towards heaven on
earth. One is not herein suggesting the New Morality of a Jimmy Carter
(after all , how new is that morality) , instead one suggests final moral reality.
One might suggest that one answer to need is to be found in a simple
phrase {a call to avoid the degradation of armed struggle), that phrase
being, DEMAND TOTAL FULFILLMENT.
Bob Ba ker
!he OP~Ed is a veh!cl~ for anyone in the nmpus community to express an opinion that would be
mterestmg, entertammg or otherwise valuable. All articles should be limited to 600 words and submitted by 3:00 p.na. Friday.

This Week At The
Pub•••
Donna Surnrner

Mr. B is also under the misconception that the theatrical productions are the last bastion of aestheticism at Kean. The Independent is
"for the benefit of everyone." Unfortunately for Mr. B's delicat e aesthetic tastes, this includes such non-theatrical events as the Jello
eating co ntest (which received no more co verage than a ce nterfo ld
picture in the March 3rd Indy) and Coffeeho use, w hose attenda nce is
more lik e fifty people than ten. These activities, too, have been
worked on " lo ng and har d" by fellow student~, and Mr. B's elitist attitude is an affront to their work.
As regards " The Imaginary Invalid," the production opened on a
Tuesday, four days after the deadline for the March 10th issue. A
review of the play could not have appeared until this issue (see page
10), unless Mr. B would have preferred a review of a dress rehearsal,
which cannot do justice to the work he so glowingly describes .
Furthermore, the Independent does not exist in order to give
publicity. Tha t is the responsib ility of th e p roduction cr ew. We m ust
receive an ad or press re/ease in order to run it. We had recei ved a
re/ease earlier in the month, one which was print ed in the March 3rd
issue.
There are other activities on campus than plays, many of which are
more important (gasp!) than purely " aesthetically oriented" ones.
Don 't be piggy, Mr. B. Your compla int is, quite simply, in-valid.
Chris Jarocha, Feature Editor
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WIZARo·s woRLD
by Robert Kern
Return with now now to those
thrilling days of yesteryear when
/
j
men drank like men.
y -- (
' '
Did you ever wonder what the
\,
'1
_/
,,. , '·.
I / ·'•
-I \ ,
\
, \
favored drinks were back in the
... _.,,/
.
\ ·,
\__ •~llt;OO>J \
good old days of a hundred or
more years ago. Well one of the
mayor emphasized that the
favorites of the old time quaffers
gratuitous repast in no way influenced his decision to award a was Cock Ale. Get your mind out
$10 million contract to the of the gutter, it's not like that at
all. I ran across it in F.C. Lloyd 's
benefactor, but was rathefbased
Art and Technique of
on the outstanding work the
Winemaking, and I think our
contractor had demonstrated in
building the mayor's swimming pub should give serious thought
pool as well as the reasonable · to serving it.
To make Cock Ale : Take ten
(Continued on page 11) gallons of ale and a large cock
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by Buz Whelan
Ever since the fall of Richard
Nixon & Co. public servants have
come under scrutiny heretofore
undreamt of. The Carter administration is falling all over
itself trying to overwhelm the
public with personal and inside
information that often amounts
to nothing more than trivia. All
over the country politicians are
attempting to outdo one another
in their openness before their
constituencies. The situation has
produced some amusing and
some disturbing news stories.
Here are just a few of those
items, extracted
from
the
national media:
Washington,

D.C.

(INS).

President Carter , th rough
presidential spokesman Jody
Powell, apologized to the
American people for a mislea_ding photograph that appeared in
hundreds of newspapers across
the country yesterday. In it,
Carter is seen apparently drinking a glass of milk. Powell explained that the substance in the
glass was not actually milk, but a
reconstitued non-dairy milk
substitute. The press secretary
stressed that this was not an indication of official administration attitude toward milk
but rather a manifestation of
deep faith in American
technology and its ability to surpass even nature,but not God, in
producing nourishing and tasty
beverages.
Truck Stop~ N.C. (OUTS) Local
Mayor Howdy Yawl, while denying allegations that he has
accepted over fifty million
dollars in bribes, today admitted
to accepting a hotdog and soft
drink from a local contractor
during inspection of a local
highway construction site .
Speaking from his palatial mountain estate, Mayor Yawl explained that he felt the people
had a right to know the full truth
and if he had acted improperly
he was sincerely apologetic. The

Campus women : students,
staff and faculty will be
interested in these items which
come to our attention this week
at the Campus Center for
Women.
•
In the " TWO STEPS
FORWARD" category: the New
York Times reports the
emergence of a new " liberated "
mentality among t he female
Cuban refugee community in
Florida. Cuban women t here are
abandoning their former roles as
totally submissive wives to seek
business and education careers.
They now consider the
traditional male dominance alive
in most Latin cultures as totally
anachronistic. One.woman, now
in business states that she " ..
.could never again return to
dome.stic slavery." And another,
"Today it is better to have profession than a fiancel"
• And ONE STEPback : A recent
pamphlet published by the
American Jewish Committee
cites the cool response that the
Jewish community has given to
the feminist movement. Some
prominent rabbinical leaders

by Rabbi Joseph
Lichtman
The festival of Purim , which
the Jewish people celebrated
two weeks ago, recalls the
danger the Jews faced at the
hands of the wicked Prime
Minister of Persia, Haman . According to tradition, Haman was
a decendant of the Amalekites,
the san:,e warring nation that attacked the Israelites whe'l they
left Egypt.
The Amalekites had no reason
to attack, for they dwelt several
hundred miles from the site of
Jewish settlement.
Out of sheer malevolence they
marched against the Hebrews,
attacking the rear of the column,
and slaying the feeble, the aged,

women and children. They did
not wish to contend with those
who marched in front, the young
men and those who . could
defend themselves. Instead , they
chose a cowardly plan of attack
and decimated those who could
not fight back.
It is for this reason that the
Jewish Bible, the Torah admonishes us to " Remember
what the Amalekites did to you ..
.when you left Egypt. "
Although Haman, the author
of the plot to destroy all

members of the Jewish faith, was
decended from this cowardly
nation, nevertheless the great
sages of Israel were moved by
greater considerations than
merely to bring to the forefront
an instance of unforgiving
treachery. Why should we go
back to an event that occurred
thousands of years ago, and
when the nation that committed
it is no longer in existance?
In the course of human
development, the road to
freedom loving peoples has not
been strewn with ease and comfort. Every age has witnessed the
rise of tyrants, who fight to destroy decenc.y ; and our
generation is not excepted.
Pease loving peoples often
close their eyes to the suffering
of the oppressed.
In the meantime, the Modern
Amalekite march forward. His
chief quality is hatred and he
peddles it to all who w ish to buy.
It is therefore imperative for all
of us to " Remember what the
Amalekites are," and to do battle
with him in whatever disguise he
wears.
- May it be God's will that we do
not fail in this effort.

feel that the Jewish woman is
weries- presents panels for disvery satisfied with her traditional
cussion on Wednesdays at 7:30
role. Theologian Anne Lerner
commencing March 17. The cost
d isagrees and the pamphlet has
is kept low, $1.00for each lecture
been issued to attempt to conand no pre-registration is refront the problem . The booklet is
quired. Call 893-5106 for more
available at the Committee's
information.
headquarters at 165 East 56th
• The Planned Parenthood
Street, Manhattan for $1 .00.
group of Essex County is spon• Look for the " P.M . Edition "
soring a series of workshops
of WOMAN TALK, beginning on
through-out the state
mn
March 22 at 7:40 in Hutchinson
Adolescent Sexuality, and on
100.
Venereal Disease. The two-day
• The organization of Women
sequence, repeated at Hackenfor Legal Awareness and
sack, March 22-23, at New
women's Center at Montclair
Brunswick, April 5-6 and at other
State College are once again colocations costs $15 .00 including
sponsoring a weekly lecture meals and educational kits. If
series on divorce. Designed to you're interested in registering
assist persons considering contact Delores Tyson at 783divorce in dealing with the 4700, ext. 25.
myriad problems that such a
(Continued on page 10)
d~~~-~~ils,~he_t.=_n.:_~ek________________
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(the rooster type) , the older the
give it another stirring and after
better; parboils the cock, flay
two hours more it may be rinsed
him and stamp him in a stone
out with cold water.
mortar till his bones are broken
Enough to make you a
(you must craw and gut him . teetotaler, isn't it.
when you flay him), then put the
I swear those prescriptions are
cock into two quarts of sack
true, maybe not pleasant soun(sweet or sweetish white wi,:ie) ,
ding but true.
and put to it three pounds of
These following prescri ptions
pitted sultanoes, some blades of
are also true . (Yes, gang it's
mace, and a few cloves.
recipe time again .)
Put all this into a canvas bag
The MacCossack: Equal parts
and a little before you find the
of vodka and green ginger wine
ale has done working, put the ale
poured over ice. Very good if
and bag together into a vessel ; in
you like ginger wine (a nd voda week, or nine days bottle it up,
ka). I do.
fill the bottles to just above the
The Kingers: 2 parts montilla, 1
neck and give it rhe same time to
part fresh orange j uice, 1 small
ripen as other ales.
shake angostura bitters, ice
Now to hold any homemade
cubes. Montilla is a lightly forliqa or you need casks, wooden
tified wine from Spain , similar to
barrels. After awhile, though, the
sherry (as sherry-growers living a
cask will get musty. From the
few hundred miles down the
same book here is a method to
road have noticed during the '
sweeten and freshen up a musty
lean years), but nuttier; well
cask .
worth drinking, chilled , on it's
Take some dung of a milking
own . This drink is a kind of cobcow when it is fresh and mix it
bler, if you think that means it
with a quantity of warm water, so
will mend your shoes you are
as to make it sufficiently liquid to
wrong . Just mix everything
pass through a funnel, but
together, stir with ice, remove
previously dissolve two pounds
the ice and serve .
of bay salt and one pound of
Queen Victoria's Tipple: ½
alum; then put the whole thing
tumbler red wine, Scotch - I have
into a pot on a fire, stir it with a
it from an authority that the
stick and when nearly boiling,
Great Queen was 'violently opput it into a cask, bung it up
posed to teetotalism , consenting
tight, shake it about, and let it
to have one cleric promoted to
remain in for two hours, then

1

by Frank Bolger
" Government is an association
of men who do violence to the
rest of us." Thus spoke Lyof N .
Tolstoy in The Kingdom of God is
Within You, published in 1893.
As if to make the old boy look
·good, the FDA has announced its
intention to seek a ban on the
use of saccharin, the only artificial sweetener currently in use
in America. What this forebades
the withdrawal of diet soft
drinks, sugarless gums, and all artificial sweeteners from the
shelves of our supermarkets
within four months.
The danger precipitating such
drastic measures? It has been
found that the equivalent of
eight hundred bottled of diet
co la consumed daily may
produce bladder ca ncer in rates.
Well who gives a damn about rats
anyhow? We're better off rid of
them.
The ban is marveously insane.
In the first place it is arbitrary.
What of cigarettes and alcohol?
Is it argued that they are no
threat to health, yet they
(cigarettes only) are required
only to advise prospective consumers of the health hazard. In
the second place, ignoring the
enormous hardship placed on
chronic dieters (of which I am
one) , what of the real and
immediate dangers imposed on
diabetics (of which I am not one.)
In the third place, we spent our
summers. It was one gay,
glorious, giddy affair! Oo~s, sor-

please include the following item in the WOMAN SPACE I ry. In the fourth place, while the
section of The Independent:
I faint possibility of bladder
I Item or event
II cancer in thirty or forty years is
I Place, date and time _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . disturbing, being overwei ght,
a good deal
I Source _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ II particularly
· ht, Is· f ar . more d'isI Your name
.
_
I over~eIg
l Please return all suggestions to: The Campus Center for Women, Rm 1 tre~smg and, there Is reason to
SA 114, Bookstore Building.
Jbelieve, far more unhealthy.
. ; . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ · - - - - Bad for the heaql Bad for the

l

!

blood pressure! Bad for the
social life!
In the interest of informing
our readership, The Black Flag is
pleased to present the following
dramatization in the manner of
government publications .

The Ban Played On
(A play in One Act)
(The scene opens upon two
men , one middle aged , bearded ,
hair graying, looking very frail
and almost emaciated. He is lying
upon the street of a city, the
younge_r of the two is next to
him, slightly more energetic but
badly thinned by the lack of
food. The time is eleven thirty. I
know
because
The
Honeymooners is on . The scene
takes pla ce in the not-too-distant
future, a future not unlike that
described by Orwell in 1984, except it would make a lousy novel.
The FDA has over the co urse of
two decades placed a ban on
every form o f nouri shment. Each
food has had its platoon of scientific groupies, eagerly announcing that the ingestion of
one sq ua re mile of the-substance
daily has produced acne in
whooping cranes. Now, with the
last source of nourishment gone,
mankind hasslowltdied off from
malnutrition. only two remain,
both men. The human race will
shortly be extinct. ·
Young Man : (coughs) I don ' t
don 't know how much longer I
can make it.
Old Man: (straightening up) I
don 't know why I ~ave to be the
old man.
Young Man: (nervously) Uh, I
don ' t know how much longer I
can make it (coughs in an obvious I y
fake
manner )
(whispering) Hey, come on
Charley, its your line (reciting his

(Continued on page 10)
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Kean-undrums

Sponsored by the Math Club of
Kean College
Simple
Suppose we have the following diagram :

by the Indy staff
The coming week brings a
double feature for all you movie
fans. Channel 13 is having an
Ingmar Bergman festival starting
on the 21st, and there appears to
be an unofficial Bette Davis
week, with 26 hours of Davis
films showing on various
stations. All this, and E. Howard
Hunt, too.
FRIDAY
12:30 (5) Confidential Agent
(1945) If you can watch this espionage classic, starring Charles
Boyer, Lauren Bacall , and Peter
Lorre, and are still able i o sit
through The Rhineman Ex~
change, your stomachs are
stronger than we thought. (2 hr.
45 min .)
SATURDAY
11 :30 (7) Seven Brides for Seven
Brothers (1954) Delightful saga of
an 1860 family of Oregon mountain men who abduct village
women to be their ladies. Stars
Howard Keel and Jane Powell are
at their best, the scenery is
breath taking, and the choreography, particularly in the barnraising scene, is outstanding.
Johnny Mercer and Gene de
Paul won a well-deserved Oscar
for their lively, infectious score,
which includes " Bless Your
Beautiful Hide" and " The Sobbin' Women." Even for those
who don't like musicials, this one
is worth watching. (2 hrs.)
1 :00 (5) Between Two Worlds
(1944) People sailing on a luxury
liner to Heaven. Scenes to watch
- John Garfield's denial of death
and Sydney Greenstreet as St.
Peter. (1 hr. 50 min.)
1 :40 (2) Random Harvest (1942)
Ronald Coleman and Greer Garson are paired in this heart-rending story of an amnesia victim
who falls in lover with a show
girl, loses touch with her when
he regains his memory, and then
doesn' t recognize her when she
reappears in his life, but she
becomes his secretary and they
get married for the sake of
convenience, and .. . never mind,
just watch it. (2 hr. 35 min.)
SUNDAY
1:35 (7) Paper Man (1971) Madefor-TV mystery which revolves
around a false identity created in
a computer memory bank for a
credit-card swindle. The fun
starts when the identity seems to
take a life of its own . Frequently
chilling,
especially
when
someone is left alone with the
computer. (1 hr. 25 min.)
MONDAY
12:30 (5) The Petrified forest
· (1936) An all-star cast in Robert
Sherwood 's taut drama about a
gangster (Bogart) holding up in a
diner, with Bette Davis as the
waitress and Leslie Howard as
her morbid boyfriend . (2 hrs.)
TUESDAY
12:30 (5) In This Our life (1942)
Bette Davis plays the bitch to the

h[lt in this one, running away
with her sister's (Olivia de
Havilland) husband and then
coming back to wreck sis ' for·thcoming new marriage. Excellent, especially for Bette Davis
fans. ( 2 hrs.)
12:30 (9) Stranger on the Third
Floor (1940) A reporter 's (John
McGuire)
circumstantial
evidence helps convict an innocent man (Elisha Cook) of
murder. When another murder
occurs, the
reporter finds
himself the main suspect. Excellent little tale, with a fine performance by Peter Lorre, and a
fabulous dream sequence. (1 hr.
15 min.)
WEDNESDAY
12:00 (11) Old Acquaintance
(1942) Touching drama about the
long friendship between two
women writers, one strongwil led and gifted (Bette) and the
other a spolided, selfish hack
(William Hopkins). Davis and
Hopkins play off each other
beautifully, and although the
story gets a bit soggy at times, it's
still quite enjoyable. (2 hr/ )
1:00 (4) Tomorrow Starring Tom
Snyder. If you missed E. Howard
Hunt when he spoke at Kean,
you can catch the snake tonight.
2:00 (4) This Could Be The Night
(1957) Enjoyable comedy that is
cute in the best sense of the
word. An innocent school
teacher, played by Jean Simmons, starts moonlighting at a
sleazy nighclub and changes the
lives of all who work there. Tony
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Intermediate
Rodin's Thinker What is
unusual about the pose. of
Rodin's statue, "The Thinker"?
Advanced Try to determine
what the maximum number of
regions a circle can be separated
into with the following number

Franciosa is quite good as her
love interest and Paul Douglas is
equally effective as the hardbitten owner of the club. (2 hrs.)

Trivial Matters

8. Where did you "meet the
By Robert Kern
highbrows and the hipsters,
My editor asked that I stop done up dolls and phony
mentioning that I do not have a tipsters"?
logo yet. So I won't mention it.
9. Who played the undercover
This week we investigate the agent in Tightrope?
mainstay of most television
10. What show starred Annetworks - the detective. Yes thony George, Sebastian Cabot
folks, the detective goes back a and Doug McClure as a private
bit further than Baretta, and a eye team?
good many stars of today starred
Special Brainbuster:
in those series. So pull your botWhat was Joe Friday's badge
tle out of the bottom drawer of number?
(answers on page 10)
your desk, call in your secretary
with the shapely set of pins, have
her glide into a chair like
molasses being poured ,
sweetheart, and good luck.
1. Who was television's Charlie
Chan?
2. Wh9 played Inspector
Jacoby on Peter Gunnl
3. Who played Johnny StacSome " amateur historians"
catto (what a mancho name)?
will join the next two segments
4. Who played Cain in Cain's of the WOMAN TALK series on
Hundred?
March 23 and March 30 at twelve
5. Who played Colonel March noon at Downs Hall.
of Scotland Yardl
What makes historical study,
6. In what show were Van
restoration and preservation so
Williams and Troy Donahue exciting? Why do hundreds of
detectives working out of Miami
thousands jour,ney to WilliamsBeach?
burg, Sturbridge and Allaire
7. Who origin.ally starred as Village each year to observe firstMike Barnett, Man Against hand the customes, manners and
Crimel
mores of their ancestors? Why
w as " Roots" so compelling? Ea ch
of us is intensely interested in
our own history. Some of us are
so interested as to pursue these
studies as a lifelong avocation.
• Executive Positions Available
Such
are the presenters
• Excellent Career Opportunities
scheduled in this two-part series.
• Excellent Starting Salaries $10,552-$13,781
" Amateurs" in name only, each
• 13 Occupational Areas to Include Aviation and Law
• has demonstrated a professional
• Paid Summer Training ·for Undergraduates
commitment and expertise in
the work they do.
• Opportunities Available - But You must earn them
F. Paul Houck of Westfield had
Srs. and Grads - Officer' Candidate School
been
involved
in the
frosh , Sophs, and Jrs. - Platoon Leaders Class
Williamsburg Project since its
•Interested? ... Then Come See Us Or Call (201) 321-6772
very beginning; Houck, fresh
·
Date: March 17-18, 1977
from the Harvard Engineering
Time: 10 a.m. till 2 p.m.
School in 1928 joined the team of
engineers
who began the
Location: Student Center
initial
excavation
work
at
MARINE CORPS OFFICER PROGRAMS
Williamsburgh and . .. grew with

Make Your Own Opportunities

· One line :

Three lines:

Move three of the numbered
circles in order to rearrange the
diagram to look like the following diagram:

Answers To
Last Week's Puzzles

Simple

Two lines:

00

00
00

of lines. (Hint: The lines do not
have to intersect in one point).

Four lines :

Five lines:

0
0

The most used letter in the
English language is the letter E.
The letter E does not appear at al I
in the paragraph .
Intermediate

B

0

0

8

0

Do you think you have a rule
(mathematical expression containing one variable) for determining the maximum number of
regions a circle can be separated
into if you are given the number
of lines to use? If so, what is your
rule. GOOD LUCK!

Until

next

week.

figuring.

.happy
Advanced

Evening WOMAN TALK
Begins Tuesday
The Campus Center for
Women announced a "P.M.
Edition " of WOMAN TALK
beginning Tuesday, March 22
with a presentation on "Women
in Transition," a panel discussion, in J-100 (Hutchinson) at
7:40.
The women's center has

Tuesday's
program
as
moderators and commentators.
Many women in contemporary America find their lives
are changing. Women are
emerging from the home and
traditional roles; some return to
study and further their education, others evolve into

designed

positions

the

evening

series

in

the \al:KK {o,ce.

modeled on the successful dayOften these women experience
time WOMAN TALK's as a resmarital transitions a/so.
ponse to the special needs of
The panelists chosen for the
women who attend courses in
Ffirst P. M. Edition of WOMAN
the evening hours. Ellen Curcio TALK each have undergone a
coordinator of the program has
remarkable transition in their
planned a threepart series for the
lives. Students and profesSpring '77 semester; Lillian Floyd
sionals, the spoeahers will share
and Ellen Castelluccio, students
details of their experiences , their
in Kean 's evening program have
attitudes and emotions con cernshared in the planning, topic and
ing the changes they have fa ced ,
speaker selection , and many
in a panel di scussion format .
other details in launching the ·
Join us fo r P. M . -WOMAN
" P. M . Edition ." Both Floyd and
TALK Tuesda y, March 22 , J-100 at
Castelluccio will participate in
7:40.

"Amateur Historians" Give·
Next Two WOMAN TALKS
the Restoration for five years"
she's at Mount Holyoke, Flangan
Houck later transferred to work remains
involved in her
directly with the Rockefellers in
volunteer
career
via ar New York City. Now retired he chaeological research projects.
continues to r,iurture his lifelong She had responsibility for arinvolvement
in
the chaeological recording during
Williamsburgh venture by lec- the excavation and restoration
turing to civic and community phases of the Belcher Mansion in
groups as a volunteer. Houck
Elizabeth, and conducted similar
Vogel and Lynn Flanagan have research when the foundations
each
fashioned volunteer of the cononial Corey house
careers out of their interests in
were discovered in Cranford .
art, restoration and historical
Both Mrs. Flanagan and Mrs.
preservation . Vogel holds her
Vogel are members of the
B. A . degree in art history from
Garden Club of Cranford and
Wheaton College; prior to her
have presented lectures on their
marriage she was an art referstudies and pursuits for various
ence librarian for the Frick· civic groups and local and
Museum in Manhattan . Long an
regional adults schools. Their
active volunteer she is a member most recent interest is in the Vicof the Cranford Historical torian era.
Society. As a member of the
The Campus Center for
Cranford
Heritage Corridor Women invites all campus perCommission she has sole res- . sonnel to join us to hear these
volunteers in
ponsibility for the development " professional "
of Josian Crane Park there, its ac- WOMAN TALK discussion .
Recommended reading: New
quisition, landscape and restoration of the colonial village of Jersey, A Heritage for Now and
Tomorrow, A Handbook for HisGrafton, Vermont.
toric
Preservation, 1976,
Lynn Flanagan ' s primary
prepared by the Junior Leagues
interest is in archaeology. Also
of New Jersey, and now availan art history major in college,
able at local libraries.
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Next
Coffeehouse
March 24th

Photo by Jell Coh

Those attending were also entertained by Gus Cero.

Photo by Jeff Cohen

Maryann Debevec and Brian entertained with songs of Patti Smith.

'-... , ...

I)

0

~1-ir
Photo by Jell Col

Gregg Baylock played for those who came to hear music.

Photo by Bob Wade

Donna Farina (Daily) and Sue Peterson (Double) explain "We did it for Chuck."

The Imaginary
Invalid

INDEPENDENT
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Photo by Paula Jensen

Shot Gun, performing in the Little Theatre last Tuesday.

Drummer for Shot Gun.

Photo by Dave Rosen

Last week's Jazz Show featured Charles Mosler.
Photo by Paula Jensen

Jim Fustilli playing acoustic guitar.

Photo by Barbara Walcoff

Moliere's The Imagi nary Invalid (photos above and left) began performances on March 8th. The sad but
fun ny the me will keep you laughing through the play which stars Gary Reddick,as Argon, the hypocho ndriac, and Jo Anne Williams, as Toinette, the maid. -It will be playing through March 20th. Tickets are
available in the TPA Box Office 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Phoro b y Barbara Walcoff
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Townsend Lecture's
"Decision" 77" Continues
Townsend Lecture Series will,
be sponsoring the remaining
appearances by the candidates
for New Jersey governor, under
the program title of Decision '77.
The amount of student apathy
regarding the first two candidates has concerned both the
college administration and quite
a few of the professors. It is surprising that the students should
care so little about their
education, future employment,
and the condition of New Jersey,
as to be unconcerned about the
people who will ·Iead the state.
A campaign worker with Brendan Byrne's staff is reported to
have said, " .. . the student vote
never
effects an
election,
anyway. " Perhaps he has a valid
point. If the students don't respond to the candidates, how can
t hose elected be expected to respond to the students, either
before or after they graduate.
The Townsend Lecture Committee is hoping that students
will become active participants
in their future, by reviewing the
positions of each candidates, in
respect to their own needs and
wants. Art Clukies, a Townsend
Lecture member, commented,

C#I~.--
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w~ to do.
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For freedom like this,
especially during your
menstrual period, trust
your protection to
Tampax tampons. More
women use them than all
other tampons combined
The slim, smooth,
prelubricated containerapplicator makes
Tampax tampons
comfortable to insert.
Removal is no problem,
either The withdrawal
cord is chain stitched the
entire length of the tampon
and can't pull of·-

~(Jt.~:

The internal protection more women trust

TAMPAX®
~

MADE ONLY BY TAMPAX INCORPORATED. PAlMCR. MASS

" The students can 't take the
blame, completely. Most of the
faculty is just apathetic. The
students are only copying the
instructors. It's another example
of educational hypocrisy. "
Congressman Florio (Dem.)
and Senator lmperiale (Ind.)
both had bold proposals pertaining to taxes, educational funding, and the New Jersey environment. Six other candidates
are expected to appear on campus this month. In order, they
are:
March 15 - Joseph Hoffman
(Dem .), former state attorney
and aid to Gov. Byrne. He will
speak in )-100, at 1 :40.
March 24 - Sen. Raymond
Garramone
(Dem . ),
state
senator. He will speak in )-100, at
1:40.
March 28 Assemblyman
Thomas Kean (Rep.), state
legislator. He will speak in the
Little Theatre, at 1 :40.
March 29 - Mayor Paul Jordan (Dem.) , Mayor of Jersey City.
He will speak in J-100, at 1 :40.
March 30 - Senator Raymond
Bateman (Rep .), state senator.
He will speak in the Little
Theatre, at 1 :40.
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REVIEW: THE IMAGINARY INVALID

byCh,;,,,'°Jhe Physician's Oaf
Whoever would have thought
his wishes, and the very notion of
short, he's a lovable old grouch,
his hypochondria, is the saucy
that spending two hours in a
a pleasure to watch throughout.
French maid Toinette, played by
room with an invalid would be
The broad manner of acting
fun?
Jo-Ann Williams.
permeating
the
production
Add to this an avaricious wife
The Theatre Guild's latest
works well in the confines of
(Terry Woods), a crafty lawyer
production, Moliere ' s The
VE119, whereas it would look out
(Michael Bachmann) , a schemImaginary Invalid, is being perof place on a proscenium stage.
ing quack and his idiot son
formed not in the TPA, but in
However, occasional lines are
(Kevin Costello and Leon AcosVaughn-Eames 119, a room
lost through the character's
perhaps as big as the TPA's stage.
ta) , a self-important physician
many accents and vocal disguises
However, these seemingly
(Kevin Lynch) and the lover
such as Michael Bachman n's Jim
Angelique
prefers
(William
cramped quarters prove
Backus-like drawl for lawyer
DeDonnefoi.
beneficial to the health of the
Fowler), and the production
play.
becomes a full-scale French
The production is a lively one,
farce, attacking the admittedly
Utilizing a sort ol "Theatre-inenhanced by elaborate costumes
dim notion of medical science of
-the-Square" concept, director
of the period, and shows no signs
Peggy Dunn , assisted by student • Moli_ere ' s day. The comof the toll of time . Still, student
director Alan Moon, has placed
plicatioris the above characters
director Alan Moon throught it
the stage in the center of the
cause may be necessary to adbest to scrap the musical
vance the plot but the true joy in
room and the audience along
numbers Moliere uses to close
this production comes from the
the four walls. This intimate seteach act, with the final number
performances of the major three
ting contributes to the illusion
replaced by an explanatory
actors.
that one is looking in on the
ceremony. It is to Moon' s credit
Surrounded by these comic
parlor of Monsieur Argon, sole
that his material works well with
goings-on, Sharon Weiner gives
scene of the comedy's three acts .
Moliere's concept.
a credible and creditable perGary Reddick , a newcomer to
The Imaginary Invalid will conformance. Her Angelique is
the acting side of the Kean stage,
tinue through March 20th.
played as a serious, if light, role,
plays Argon , a hypochondriac
Tickets are available at the TPA
providing some stability in
who cares more for hhis health
box office and cost $3.00 ($1.50
Moliere's chaotic world . Ms.
than his family . He wishes to
with a Kean I.D.) . See it as a cure
Weiner's voice is clear, conmarry his eldest daughter,
for those mid-semester blues.
trolled , and melodious, giving
Angelique (Sharon Weiner) to a
the ear as much pleasure as Ms.
doctor, thereby entitling himself
Weiner gives the eye.
to free medical care. Opposing
Contrasting this is the sane, yet
(Continued from page 6)
sarcastic, role of Toinette. JoAnn Williams plays the part
• Campus personnel week-ending in New York recently would
broadly , her
exaggerated
revive you, or something. I
have experienced Dr. Antonia
movements and expressions
should think that two doeses is
Brico, conducting an all-Dvorak
working well with the entire
the limit.
farce .
prngram at the Brooklyn
The dypsomaniac and the
The high point of the per- Academy of Music; and then
abstainer are not only both misformance, however, is Gary Red- caught a collegiate basketball
taken, but they both make the
dick 's portrayal of Argon . The doubleheader at Madison
same mistake. They both regard
gruff voice and stooped Square' Garden, the first allwine as a drug and not a drink appearance he affects bring back woman
doubleheader
ever
G.K. Chesterton
memories of comic crotchety old programmed into the Garden,
men, such as Barnaby in March and playing to a very large
of the Wooden Soldiers or crowd. Each of these, small, but
Scrooge in A Christmas Carol. In significant trimphs/

Woman Space

A Gourmand
(Continued from page 6)

the pernicious heresy', and that
the above was her dinner table
drink, 'a concoction which startled Gladstone' - as I can well
believe.
The original recipe calls for
claret but anything better than
- the merely tolerable will be
wasted . The quantity of Scotch is
up to you , but I recommend
stopping a good deal short of the
top of the tumbler. Worth trying
(Continued from page 6)
once.
Generic Cold Punch: A lot of lines like a prompter) " Me
neither, we gotta find . .. "
cheap medium-dry wine, white,
Old Man: I mean its all so
,red or rose - your wine merchant will help you chose. Some ridiculous. You 're only a year
vodka -the quantity depending younger than I am, and you 're
on your pocket and how drunk going bald! Besides, he says I'm
you intend your guests to middle aged at the beginning, so
why the Old Man doublecross?
become, but not more than oneYoung Man: Whaddy mean
quarter of the quantity of wines .
gain' bald!?
A glass or two of some relatively
Old Man: Hey, I didn' t mean
non-sticky liqueur (optional). A
noth in' personal by it, its jus'
load of any fresh fruit that
that ...
happens to be about - peaches
Frank Bolger: All right, you
and strawberries are best. Ice
guys, we got a show to put on,
Cubes.
and a deadline to meet. We've
Cut up the fruit and place in got another fifteen column insome sort of bowl - anything ches to fill so cut the garbage !
from a tureen to a baby's bath
Old
Man:
(belligerently)
will do. Po1.1r some of the wine Whaddy mean, " bel'ligerently."
over the fruit and let stand for Hey look, I don 't hafta do this
three hours. When the party ap- crap for a living, there's plenty of
proaches, add the rest of the jobs lying around.
drink and stir thoroughly. The
Frank Bolger: You are both
best method of serving is via your under airtight contract for thi s
mug-with luck you ' ll beableto little drama, and my patience is
fill it by submersing it bodily in wearing thin. If you don ' t start
the bowl, though it is worth tak- soon , I' ll do an article on you!
ing out and throwing away any
Old Man: You don't scare me
chunks of fruit that have got into buddy, I seen the hot water you
the mug. Soaked fruit loaks nas- got in for that thing on Roots.
ty. Pour some ice in at the last You 're on pretty shaky ground.
minute and serve.
Hey l What' re you doing! No,
Evelyn Waugh's Noonday stop! Ahhhhhl
Reviver: 1 heafty shot of gin, ½
Different
Old
Man:
pint Guinness, ginger beer. Put (sheepishly) Uh, over here (gesthe gin and Guinness into a pint turing toward the young man)?
silver tankard and fill to the brim
Frank Bolger: Yeah , that's
with ginger. I cannot vouch for good. Now let's get it in one take,
the authenticity of the at- okay.
tributition, which I heard in talk,
Young Man: (coughs) I don't
but the- mixture wilJ certainly know how much longer I can
make it.
Answers to trivia :
Different Old Man: Me
1) J. Carrol Naish.
neither. We gotta find some food
2) Herschel Bernardi.
soon , or we' ll both die. How did
3) John Cassavettes.
we ever get ourselves into this
4) Peter Mark Richman.
situation? I mean, where did it all
5) Boris Karloff.
start, where did we go wrong?
6) Surfside 6.
Young Man: You 're too old to
7) Ralph Bellamy.
remember, it was a long, long,
8) 77 Sunset Strip.
long, long, long (for dramatic
9) Mike (Touch) Connors.
effect), long time ago. It began
10) Checkmate.
small, huh, (he chuckled) , it
Special Brainbuster : 714.
seems that's how these things

Black -Flag

always begin . The atom bomb.
Heart
transplant
surgery .
Feminine hygeine commercials
starring Dorthy Provine.
Somehow, they just snowball. I
can remember it well.
Different Old Man: Well , how
did it begin?
Young Man: The first to go
was cyclamates . '70 I think . Ah,
nobody took much notice then . I
mean, there was still s~ccharin
for dieters, and regula r food fo r
the rest of the world . Even in '77,
when they withdrew saccharin
from the market there wa sn' t a
ripple of dissent. I don 't know , I
guess we figured that the dieters
'd just hafts use more will power.
Didn 't affect the rest o f us.
Nobody cared , nobody noticed.
· At least, until the added weight
in America caused the world to
revolve lopsidedly, like a rubber
ball with a ball of lead inside. (a
tear is evident, as the man
manages a laugh' and continues ).
Even in '81 , when a team of
Albanians discovered that a silo
filled with marshallows could
crush a duck, and they were
subsequently prohibited , people
were slow to understand what
was happening. Halvah bars
were next, in 1993, followed in
swift succession by chocolate
(1997) , prunes
(2021 ), and
licorice (2025). Oh , we should
have known!
Different Old Man: Well ,
when did they finally see the
danger?
Young Man: Never, really. Oh ,
yes, there was a brief resistance
movement. But it was too little,
and far too late. In 2045, the year
of the Great Prune Rebellion , the
last outpost of resistance was
smashed . Fifty three little old
ladies operating out of ...
Different Old Man: Pasadena?
Young Man: (smiling) Yeah,
Pasadena. Anyway, they were executed later that year, and that .
was that. 2087 saw the end of jelly
beans, yams, corned beef, Big

Macs, Cheese Doodles , asparagus , hot dogs, vichysoisse,
Jujubes, bagels, and Egg Nog.
And then the very next year peanut butter. (He fights back
tears.) Experiments had shown
that if mice were fed the
equivalent of 100 jars of Super
Chunk , the y began to imitate
Barbara Walters , asking pointless
questions, insulting guests , j ust
generall y behavin g like an asshole . I th ink that's when w e
knew the cau se was lost. (The
two men just stared ahead, thin kin g about food .)
Different Old Man: You know
what I wa s just thinkin g about?
Young Man: No, what ?
Different Old Man: A dinner I
read about once, long time ago, I
never ate it, but I sure loved to
read about it. It was sort of a
jingle. Let me see, how' d that go
again . " Two all beef patties,
special sauce, lettuce, cheese,
pickles , onions , on a sesame seed
bun. "
Young Man:
Heavenl y !
Sounds very tasty. (eyeing the
man next to him ) Very tast y.
Young Man: (several da ys
later) Yup, sorry to see that
Different Old Man go, he wa s a
good friend (finishing the last of
this bowl of soup, and tossin g the
empty bowl off next to a pile of
bones) Yup, good to the last
drop!
THE END
(or is it only the beginning)
Well , there you have it. Of
course this story is only fictional ,
or is it? I guess that's one thing
you ' ll never - hey, what, the ahhhl
(Scene : A lonely desert- isle,
filled with trees and fruits of
every kind . In the center of a
small clearing an old man is
sprawled on the green grass, surrounded by six , no, make it seven
naked and beautiful native girls,
one for each day.)
Old Man: That' ll teach him !
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ChishO/m Speaks This Thursday "Bubbling Brown"
The Townsend Lecture Committee in cooperation with the
Third World . Movement will
present Congresswoman Shirley
Chisholm on Thursday, March
17, at 8:00 pm in the TPA.
Fi rmly established as the
" Fighting Shirley Chisholm," she
represents a Black, Puerto Rican ,
Jewish, Polish , Ukrainian and
Italian constituency. ·
A native of her district, she
graduatea from
Brooklyn
College and earned an M .A. in
Education and a Diploma in Administration and Supervision
from Coumbia University. '
As a sct,ool teacher and director o f a day nursery, Mrs.
Chisholm became deeply involved -in all aspects of day care
and education for children.
Upon election to Congress she
was assigned to the House
Agriculture Subcommittee on
Forestry and Rural Villages,
which she felt had no relat ion to
the needs and problem s of her
district. She made the unprecedented move of placing an
amendment to remove her name
from this committee and
succeeded in being reassigned
to the Veteran 's Affairs Committee. When the 92nd session of
Congress convened she was assigned to the House Education
and Labor Committee which is
her main field of concentration

the Baddest

and interest.
In 1972 Ms. Chisholm was
selected as the first recipient of
Clairol 's " Woman of the Year"
award for outstanding
achievement in public affairs and
for the past five years has

by C. T. Proudfoot
It was easy to see why this
year's Grammy Award for best
musical went to " Bubbling
Brown Sugar. " The cast, music,
choreography, costuming, and
set were all superb. The fact that
there is almost no story-line does
not at all det ract from this
magical t0t,1r of "fifty years of
Harlem 's history in one night.'.'
Avon Long plays a veteran
song and da_nce man (John Sage),
who has never lost his love for
the past, and wants to share it
with the younger generation.
Mr. Long starred in the original
cast of Gershwin's Porgy and
Bess, and has appeared in
numerous Broadway shows and
motion pictures. His long-suffering fiancee (Irene Paige) is
played by Josephine Premice,
truly an international performer
whose wide and varied career
ranges from Broadway to almost
every major nightc;lub in the,
world. Their constant companion (Checkers) ls portrayed
remained on the Gallup Poll" list by Joseph Attles, a consumate
of the ten most admired women comic. He began his career as a
singer and and dancer in Bill
- in the world.
Robinson's· Blackbirds of 1928
Tickets are required for this and went on to play opposite
program and are available in CC Paul Robeson and star in coun tless Broadway shows and the
142 and CC 143.
movies. Most of the rest of the
cast is young, but their ability to
play multiple roles turns a cast of
twenty into a true spectacle.
The musical and dance
spirit(~n tri~:tive myth ~l~ggyy,· of
numbers were wonderful, com:
•
ocio ogy - socio 0
1
bining period standards with
pay,
(e) Psychology
being . original pieces (which may well
crazy as an alternative to going
become standards in their own
crazy;
right.) I found the title tune and
(f) Political Science - the the song "Harlem Makes Me
fool as an agent of social change;
Feel I" among the best of the new
(g) Communications - sign

Fool on Campus Next_Week
The Co-Curricular Program
Board is pleased to announce
" Th
1·
F I"
·
_e
tmerant
oo
rn a
residency at Kean College from
Tuesday, March 22, 1977 until
Sunday March 27, 1977. The
Board hopes that you will
become a participant in some
portion of the " Fool 's" exciting

program .
Ken Feit , " The Itinerant Fool ,"
brings the medieval tradition of
the court jester to the campus. In

mirroring ontemporary events
and issues, " The Fool " entertains, but like Shakespeare's
jester he is the voice of reaso n,
informing, cajoling, influencing
Here is a total communicator (verbally, non-verbally and extra-verbally) who
cele brates life and death (not
deadness) and is alive to a sense
of wonder, mystery and paradox.
In community with the fools of
other cultures and ages (Jewish
badhan , zen monk, primitive
trickster, medieval jester, night
club comedian and circus clown)
Ken hopes to invite people from
banal buffoonery into a fullblown discovery and celebration
of their possibilities, a foolish
endeavor by any measure.
During his residency at Kean
College, "The Itinerant Fool"
will offer:
1 . Un Tuesday evening,
March 22, 1977 at 8 pm in Downs
Hall, Alumni Lounge, "The Fool
and His Vision" will be a presentation of allegorical mime,
puppetry, children 's stories, folk
tales, sound poetry, music and
creation myths from around the
world.
2. From Wednesday, March
23rd through Friday, March 25th
" The Fool " will conduct three
days of classroom workshops.
Faculty members are encouraged to ivite " The Fool " into

their classrooms for interactions
using the following themes:
·
(a) English the fool's
tradition in literature; sound
poetry as a neo-language (word
making);
(b) Religion - the priestly
fool; the prophetifool; faith as
folly;
(c) Anthropology the
primitive clown (native Am .) in
ritual celebration; the trickster

language,

sound

poetry

and

Wizard

other modes of communication;
(h) Theatre
basic
conventions o f clowing; ritual
movement.
Ken Feit will be conducting
only three classroom workshops
each day. "The Itinerant Fool"
will conclude his Kean residency
with a weekend workshop entitled
"Contemplation
and
Celebration." The participants in
this workshop will be selected by

completed .
. Rio De Jeneiro, Brazir (URPS).
Congressman Adam Haddam today admitted to having accepted
over $2 million in bribes over the
last six years. He confirmed
reports that he had not filed income tax forms the last five years.

Ken Feit, during " The Itinerant
Fool 's" cl~ssroom interac~ions.
" The Itinerant Fool " will certainly be a memorable and exciting experience for the Kean
College comm.unity.

Reading from a prepared
statement about three pages
long, he methodically listed a
lengthy series of criminal actions
including extortion , ballot
tampering, lying to a federal

(Continued from page 6)
cost at which the project was
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music. Carolyn Byrd's rendition
oJ the gospel numbers was
breathtaking, and the ensemble's rendition of " Stompin ' at
the Savoy" and " Take the ' A '
Train " was a real show-stopper.
The dancing was eminentl y
professional, and the costumes
turned a basically bare set if)to a
phantasmagoria of color . The
production utilized collages of
still photographs as a backdrop
for several of the numbers, and
the use of an on-stage orchestra
was very effective .
The show did not deal with the
problems and tradgedies of life
in Harlem, but we all realize that
it is the good times in life that
one remembers. This is a musical
that will make you feel GOOD! I
left the theatre feeling that I had
been entertained rather than
e'd ucated or proselytized. This is
a definite FOUR CABBAGES.
grand jury and violations of the
Official Secrets Act as well as
bribery and income tax evasion.
The congressman was relaxed
and tanned and appeared to be
enjoying himself. " Hell , I was
even screwing my secretary" he
joked to reporters during a question and answer period following the statement reading.
Justice Department officials in
Washington stated that because
of current extradition
agreements with
Bra zi I,
prosecution would be all but impossible.
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Television-Th·e atre of Immediacy

By Joe Triola
I fi rst experienced Television
at CBGB's in September of '75,
the
after-effect of thei r
phenomena being one of insurmountable curiosity . I certainly hadn 't seen or heard
anything like them before. They
were so strangely creative. What
with the painful power of Tom
Vellain e's voice, encompassed
by his astronomically acute
guitar proliengs, the immediacy
of Richard Lloyd 's striking guitar
leads, Fred Smith's creepi ng bass
lines, and Billy Frea's frantic
drumming, there was just too
much going on to feel anything
else but . _the foreboding
presence of Television. Foreboding but not evil, their music rings
like steeple bells of pure clairvoyance, all !_he while their
intensity spiralling up, the eyes
of their instruments shining,
erlaine emitting tongues of
imagery from his mouth, with his
venusian neck extending like a
telescopic .lighthouse. Television
is
like
Orpheus ,
their
instruments radiating orphic
rushes, merging with thei.r own
brain waves, forcing these tidal
waves of expose upon your
already throbbing senses . Its like
verlaine writes in one of his

songs, "its too 'too too' to put a
finger on."
Believe it or not I walked out of
CBGB's that night and afterwards
saw only intermittent viewings of
Television within the gap of
more than a year. I gave only the
remotest awareness of the group
and its undertakings. After seeing them again only a few weeks
ago , my rather limited
realization of their urgency as
performers has been greatly
enhanced upon the purchasing
of their debut album " Marquee
Moon. " Let me tell you, it hits
your senses like a strike of lightning at first listening, and after
repeated doses it will proceed to
the illumination of your soul.
The album opens w it h the explosive, " See No Evil," a battering rocker, which deals with the
"sense" of evil as being only a
fictitiuos state of the unconscious, which is non-existant
if you have any "free senses" of
self-awareness. The song peaks
at the close with a manic frenzy
of woild voices shouting, " pull
down the future with the one
you love." The next cut,
" Venus", is a surreal adventure
into the world of oblique
symbolism. One line quakes

from quiet strength in "I stood
up, walked out of the arms of
Venus de Milo" . Symbols of
authorityr god-like myths, and
art are touched upon in a staccato-ish manner, as they are in
"fricti on ", with its quavering
guitar lines and the cinematic
" set-up" of its Hitchcock-like arrangement. Verlaine seems to
have sung this with an exceptional case of the " arched
nerves". The title track, " Ma rquee Moon," draws the curtain
on side one . A gain, staccato type
synamics seem to flourish in the
musical textures of Television. In
an intutive way, they add spark to
the cutting vitalness of their
aureola aura of art .
On continuning to side two,
we see this same fusion explored
even more prominently in
"Elevation ." The song evolves
around the theme of the
transcending of the ego i.e. person a Ii ty. This theme of
awareness is also investigated in
" Prove It," where Verlaine imp.lores us to rise above reality. He
communicates the inspiration he
feels in these words, " now the ·
rose, it slows, you in such
colorless clothes. Fantastic! You
lose your sense of human. Pro-

iect. Protect. Its warm , and its
calm , and its perfect. Its too ' too
too' to put a fi nger on, and this
case that I' ve been working on so
long, is closed." No wonder
Ironside used such a wondescript wheelchair .
If you ' re gonna ask me what
I'm talking about, I love the
whole album , but in closing I'd
just like to mention two of the
most beautifully poignant pieces
of music I've experienced in a .
long while. " Guiding Light," is
reminiscent of music off Procol
Harum 's "Salty Dog" epic. The
arrangement has that similar
new-romantic "al lure of the sea "
enchantment about it, complimented by Verlaine and
Lloyd 's piano-guitar symphinics.
In " Torn Curtain," Television
creates their own tragic portrayal
of life. It is a moment on record
that is not to be mis-sed nor
overlooked . Hey, if you liked
Scorcese's
" M€an
Streets,"
which I'm amazed to say, will be
telecast over the television
airwaves on Saturday March 12,
at 9 p.m., channel 4, (pray for
creative editing or no editing at
all ) are into trupraut, and if music
" P.eally gets to you " - Get thi~
album .
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Kean's
Co-curricular
Program Board sponsors
a theafre trip to; "For
Colored Girls Who Have.
Considered Suicide
When The Rainbow is
Enuf" Tickets only;
·$5.25, Wednesday,
March 30th, 1977 bus
departs 6:30 p.m. from
T .P.A. Tickets on sale in
Student Affairs, Room
CC-143 beginning
March 9th, 1977.

Watch This Space
For
Information
Regarding An Old
Fashion Picnic!

_

Evening
Student
Council

CCB Sunday
Night Movies
Presents

March 17, 1977

INDEPENDENT

C Kean College of New
Jersey, Union, New Jersey,
is offering free, individualized assistance in
the preparation of Federal
Income Tax returns to senior
citizens and Spanish-speaking persons.
Appointments for tax
counseling may be made by
calling the College's Office
of Community Services at
(201) 527-2213.

Play
Rugby!!
Union County Rugby Team Is Looking
For Guys to Play Rugby!!
For Further Info., Call: 388-2353 or 388- 6298 or
355-3257

"That's Entertainment
Part II"
Su r,day, March 20
7 :30 p.m .
in t he TPA
Admission 25C

Wanted:
Paddle Tennis
Players
Anyone with some tennis experience who is interested in
participating in the N.J. Intercollegiate Paddle Tennis League
11ext fall semester should contact Miss Dolores Shiposh in
the Gymnasium (527-2320) . If
you can play tennis. you can
adapt to Paddle or Platform .
Teams are composed of both
men and women students.

The Cuban Committee
of Kean College
Presents on
Saturday Night
March 19
at 8 :00 p.m .

Zenaida
Manfugaz
in the TPA

Catholic
Campus
Ministry
Prayer Meeting
~ESUS
is
LORD
Thursdays, 7 :30 p.m .
Downs Hall
Prayer, Song
Praise, Scripture

Former Psyofthe Handicapped
Students
interested in attending
Woodbridge State School
weekend March 25-27
contact Nickie Berson
CSE . Leave .name, address
and phone number with
secretary.

Tuesday, March 22,
College Hour, there
will be a Recreation
Association Meeting
in CSW109. This is a
mandatory meeting!
Remember it is your
association.

Seniors who would like to
have · their pictures retaken,
please sign up now on the
Yearbook Office door.

Townsend Lecture
Presents
SYBIL
is
coming to
lunchtime theatre
March 22, 23, 24
12:30 Little Theatre
Admission 49C

LES PAUL

SOMETIMES, JETH
I THIN!< ll-1£RE. MU

BE A MEANING,
OVERA LL PU\

Monday, March 28th·.
at 8:00 P.M.
in the T. P.A.
Admission Free

SHORTBREAD~ ME·~
@

JIM GU.l\Q\NCLL9
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NO PROMISES
Just Honesty & Good Service
Look Around Before You Buy. It Will Be Too Late After

David Bromberg
Band
at Seton Hall
Wednesday, M.a rch 27
2 Shows - 7:30 & 10:00

Full Diving Services
• Rentals
• Authorized Service
• Wreck Diving
• Caribbean Tours
• Certified Instruction
• Commercial Diving
• Wet Suit Specialist

DIVERS COVE

Student Center
Main Lounge
$5.00
For Information Call
762--9000 Ext. 227

1

Hwy. 35, Laurence Harbor, N.J. 08879
(201) 583-2717
Exit 120 Parkway, Rt. 35 North, First Right,
Approx. 500 yards.
Thursday, March 17, 1977
10:30-12 :00 p.m.
12:15- 1 :45 p.m.
3:05- 4:20 p.m.
3:05- 4:20 p.m .
7:00-10 :30 p.m .
7 :30-11 :00 p.m.
8:00-10:00 p.m.
8:00-11 :00 p.m.
8 :00-11:00 p.m.
10:00- 1 :00 a.m .

Kean College Birthday Party
Town·send lecture-Yoga Practitioner
CCB Meeting
Political Science Club
Prayer Meeting
Gospel Choir
Panama Ambassador
Congresswoman Shirley Chisholm
Omega Psi Phi Meeting
Hi Psi Phi Disco

Hutchinson Lby
little Theater
W-207
J-102
Alumni lge
DR Ill
Little Theatre
TPA
Browsing Rm
TV Lge

Friday, March 18, 1977
6:00-11:00 p.m.
6:00-11 :00 p.m.
9:00- 2:00 a.m.

Evening Student Council
Student Council Meetings
Delta Sigma Theta Dance

Alumni lge
Mtg Rm A
Cafeteria

Saturday, March 19, 1977
8:00 p .rn.-End
9:00-2 :00 a.m.

Cuban Committee Concert
Alpha Kappa Alpha Dance

TPA
TV lge

Sunday, March 20, 1977
11 :00-2:00 p.m .
1 :00-5:00 p.m.
5:30 p.m.-End
7:30 p.m.-End

Nu Theta Chi
Omega Psi Phi Meeting
Mass
CCB Movie : "That's Eritertainment Part II "

Mtg Rm A
Browsing Rm
Alumni lge
TPA

Monday, March 21, 1977
8:00-11 :00 p.m.
8:00-11 :00 p.m.

Omega Psi Phi Meeting
Johnny's Dance Band

Mtg Rm A
little Theatre

Third World Movement Meeting
Townsend lecture: Joe Stallone
" An Art Dialogue"
CEC Meeting
Jewish Club
International Students Assoc.
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
1.F.S.C. Meeting
Outing Club
Psychology Club
Spanish Cultural Assoc.
lunchtime Theatre-" Sybil"
Rho Theta Tau
Sigma Beta Chi
Zeta Delta Pi
Omega Sigma Psi
Nu Theta Chi
Nu Sigma Tau
"Itinerant Fool"
Italian Program "A Night In Italy"

Browsing Rm
Ceramic Rm-

Tuesday, March 22, 1977
1 :40- 3:00 p.m.
"

12:30- 1 :30 p.m.
7:40-10:00 p.m .

"

"
8:00-10:00 p.m.
8 :00-11:00 p.m .
8:00-11:00 p.m.
Wednesday, March 23, 1977
12:30-1 :30 p.m.
3 & 8 p.m.

lunchtime Theatre " Svbil"
Movie : "The 12 Chairs"

CSS-104
W300
J-130
J-101
W207
J135
)103
W400

Little Theatre .
VE114
J132
J307
W213
W100
Browsing Rm

Alumni lge

TPA
little Theatre
Little Theatre
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Cranford's "Lenny" Turns Sinner to Saint
by Robert Kern
It has often puzzled me as to
what it would be like being in on
a canonization. . .particularly
one that doesn ' t quite make it.
Lenny makes a valiant effort at
turning the late, lamented Lenny
Bruce into a martyr, but it is weak
and flawed . The play is currently
running
at
Celebration
Playhouse in Cranford and
features Gary P. Cohen as Lenny
and Carol Vuocolo as Honey
Harlowe, his wife.
What happens in Lenny is difficult to describe, although it
· starts out with a good basis . It
investigates Bruce 's early years as
the emcee of a strip show and a
comic in sleazy dives. Lenny does
not wish to keep up the same
schmaltz up night after night. He
has this inner need to speak to
audience in what were then
obscene terms. But it appears
that Lenny did not wish this to
amuse the audience, rather, he
intended it to amuse himself by
means of their shocked expressi ons. He delighted in their
disgust.
In the beginning of the play,
Bruce is shown with his early
routines trying to break away
into " significant and topical"
humor. The play also shows his
relationship, or at least the incipiency of a relationship, with
Honey Harlowe. Bruce decides
to marry her, take her horn~ to
meet his mother, tour with her in
an act, turn her on to lesbianism
and drugs, and divorce her. We,
the audience, are never told how
the changes came about. One
minute Lenny is involving a very
reluctant Honey in a menage
a'trois, and the next we are told
tha.t Honey has started to enjoy
her new found homosexuality
and that she is pregnant (don't
even try to figure it out) . The play

Gary Cohen and Carol Vuocolo
Cranfqrd Playhouse's "Lenny".
tells us that she wanted the baby,
but we next see that Lenny has
won custody of the child and
Honey is up on a narcotics
charge in Honolulu, with
chivalrous Lenny playing both
doting father and financial angel
of mercy for Honey.
Honey appears once more
when Lenny visits her in prison
where she is straightening out
(hopefully), and shows her snapshots of Kitty (their child). While
Honey comments on Kitty's attri-

it interesting as a piece of theatricality.
Celebration is a very small
theatre and , using its size as part
of the play, the regular audience
is incorporated as the nightclub
audience in Lenny's act.
The interesting part here was
wondering whether the bit was
meant to entertain or shock the
audience. How often have you
had a microphone shoved in
your face and asked whether you
have ever indulged in oral sex,
but not in such delicate terms?
I rather believe that it was
planned for the audience to be
drawn into the play, based on
past plays at Celebration. But
here the Playhouse overestimated their audience, and the
move apparently shocked the111
immobile.
There were some parts that I
know were funny and might
have gotten laughs, but the
audience never knew whether it
should laugh or not. Bru ce's
private life was p-ortrayed as being so depressing and degrading that, interspersed with
comedy routines, the routines
just couldn ' t muster the laughs.
When Lenny is faced with hi s
wife's lesbianism, he goes on
star as Lenny and Honey Bruce in stage and does a routine about
dykes. The audience cannot
laugh at a man who must use his
butes, Lenny discourses on the
humor to compensate for his
technique he used to snap the
inability to cope with real life.
picture. Then mother and child
Although we might have
are dropped from the plot, never
laughed had not the seamy into return. I couldn 't help but
spiration been dumped in our
wonder what the child, at the
laps.
very least, thought about what
Act 2 apparently forgot about
happened to her father during
Act I. One wonders where the
his later years, but she was
other .character·s went. Act 2 has
banished i:o limbo so quickly Lenny doing his act and being
why even mention her?
arrested . The audience is left
Please don't believe that I diswith
the questions :
What
happened to Honey? Has Lenny
like the play. I found it lacking in
many dramatic veins, but I found
learned how to cope? And, most
importantly, does he realize the
impact of what he is doing on
both himself and the rest of the
world? Could Lenn y Bruce have
quirements.
survived if he had handled it
Siegel also motioned that the differently?
Senate receive a report from the
The play suffers from Docucommittee studying GER. He Drama-itis, the same disease
also added that the policy be im- which plagued the credibility of
plemented in the Spring of 1978.
Roots and Tailgunner Joe. They
all painted a one-sided picture.
The amendment would have
Roots for fhe most part pa inted
told the committee who is studymost whites as bad and Alex
ing the problem of GER that their
Haley's ancestors as all good.
only option concerning general
Tailgunner Joe left us with a poreducation was to increase
trayal of Joe McCarthy as an innumber of credits.
sane rambler, an alcoholic opportUQist. The one-sided porIt would have also told the
trayal hurt the credibility of the
committee to prepare a report to
piece to anyone who was not in
be submitted to the Senate. The
complete agreement from the
GER solution is approximately
beginning.
two years away and to formulate
Lenny suffers frorn this
a report at this early time would
disease, by portraying Bruce as a
probably result in inadequate inmaligned man, when many other
formation about the problem.
reports paint a very different picture. In a new book, Honey
Hayat Casts Deciding Vote ·
Bruce insinuates that Lenny may
The amendment almost
have set her up for a few narpassed the Senate, but since the
cotics
busts.
vote was 11 yes, 10 no, and 3
The play makes him too good,
abstentions, Eric Hayat, chairpertoo much a martyr. Every one
son of the Faculty Senate cast a
against Lenny is a two-dimendeciding vote which resulted in a
sional vindictive person whose
stalemate which defeated the
raison
d'etre is to make Bruce's
bill.
life miserable and ultimately deEsposito Disapproves
·senator Frank Esposito, former stroy him.
Minor complaints come in
chairperson of t~e College Curwith the program . Here. the proriculum Committee, stated in a
ducers have put in a quote from
interview that he would have
George Bernard Shaw · which
preferred that the change be ap. purposes that when Socrates wa s
proved by the College Curtried he made no defense
riculum Committee and that the
because the only thing Soc's acFaculty Senate oversee the
cusers
could say was " that he and
decision.
his like could not endure being
The amended form of the
shewn (sic) up as idiots every
policy will allow the Faculty time Socrates opened his
Senate
to
veto
any mouth. " I felt this quote to be a
recommedations
that
the Catch-22 for the playhouse. If
College Curriculum Committee you liked the play, you had Shaw
may make.
and Socrates on your side; if you
didn 't, you were one of the ·
Esposito added that he does idiots, A better choice of quote is
not approve the Senate having a called for here.
separate decision on the change
Another problem is the se-

Faculty ~enate Passes 40 Credit Policy
(Continued from .page 1)
Buchner stated before the
Senate , " We realize that we' re
affected by imperative of the
times: student demand and
need, expanison of programs at
other colleges which could
affect our student quality and
st1:1dent enrollment, and our
natural desire to reach out from a
somewhat provincial setting and
become a part of some of the exciting and challenging situations
going on out there".

-

Semite Did Nothing For
Students Seeking Specu&.tion
In a later interview, Buchner
felt that the Faculty Senate did
nothing for students in need of
specialization in areas not subject to liscensing or ac-

creditation . He added, "The
irony is that some of these areas
are not only not trade school like
but they contribute to the Liberal
Art School environment".
Hank
Snyder , Student
Organization student liason, addressed the Senate by saying that
he would support only a
proposal that would extend
course
accreditation
opportunities to all deserving
students without sacrificing absolutely no electives".

Siegel Attempts To
Amend Doc:ument
Senator Martin Siegel
attempted to amend the
document by instructing the
Senate in passing the document
to see a need for an increase in
the General Education Re-

Letters
(Continued from page 5)

Snyder Sni.d e _
To the Editor re: Comments by Mr. Hank Snyder concerning the
article " Spotlight - on. " Expressions, Vol. 2 No. 3
If Mr. Snyder was familiar with Expressions, he would have known
that "Spotlight - on " is a column which appears regularly in Expressions. The feature on Ms. Cousins is the second article of the
" Spotlight -on " series. The first of the series was an article about Ms.
Ali Reynolds, Homecoming Queen 1976-77.
Expressions is no way endorsed Ms. Cousins' bid for election nor
suggested that Ms. Cousins was a candidate for any office. The
only reference to Ms. Counsins political aspirations was, and I quote;
" In the Student Org. executive board elections of 1975 Michelle
sought the office of president. She lost the election by a slim margin
of 30 votes."
Mr. Snyder, in the future please read what is on the printed page
and do not let your personal opinions of Expressions distort your
critical eye.
" Tacky, tacky, tacky," Mr. Snyder.
Truly,

Paulette L. Holland

in major p,ograms..

quence CM-events in the play. The

program has Bruce speaking of
certain subjects before their
time, e.g. they have him speaki_ng of President Kennedy in '58.
The Playhouse picked a bad
play this time but the people involved do make the most of it.
Gary Cohen, as Lenny, does display good nightclub comedic
timing but, as the character is
shown sinking in health an.d optimism ,
Lenny-the-stand-upcomic is still played as an innocent. A man with such tragedies
hitting his life would have had to
become a bit cynical on the stage
beyond just the words he used.
I must mention here that some
of Cohen's facial expressions
were all too often lost through
harsh lighting and shadows.
Ca rol Vuocolo isn 't given
much to do as Honey. The first
time we see her she is doing her
strip number and her character
doesn 't go much further. But
Carol makes the most of the one
scene where she is speaki ng to
Lenny over the telephone.
Honey is in advanced withdrawal and Carol 's portrayal will
tear your heart out.
Double, triple and quadruple
casting is used in the other parts ,
such as they are. Dennis Boyne
uses his small time as the nightclub owners to bring a beautif ul
deadpan-dopey style of i ntroduction to the stage.
The members of the band,
doubling as actors, are a joy to
watch as they bring to life the invogue hipness of the time.
Oscar Stokes plays Sherman
Hart and the judge presid ing
over Lenny's trial. Hart is one o f
the old world comedians (ala
Milton Berle and Henn y
Youngman) who doesn 't understand Bruce's new style. Stokes
delivers the nightclub jokes in
the script with gusto and good
timing, but the jokes are
deliberately old , so that the
audience will classify him as over
the hill and hokey. It is a different
Stokes we see as the j udge, onesided but serious, judicially blind
according to the play, but Stokes
starts one thinking that the judge
may have a point . . . somewhere .
Mara Sage 's big rol e-is as Lenny's mother, a typical Jewish
mother who just happened to
have -been a stripper. In the
beginning she was fine, but. she
never developed the desperation necessary to convey her
concern fo1 the son who was
destroying himself.
Neil Cerbone , stepping out of
his
usual
office
as
choreog·r apher, directed the
production. Th is is the first time
we have seen Cerbone's direc-·
tion and I like it well enough . The
movement on stage is far removed from what one would expect from a dancer. The physical
life is low key throughout to let
the words come out. In the entire play the strong points ,
played up well , are Bruce's routines, which keep the viewer going through the tedium of his
personal life.
Cerbone's direction is so
much the opposite of what I expected that I can scarcely believe that he did it. I was pleasantly surprised at finding such a
facet .
If you are into Lenny Bruce's
humor, go and see Lenny. The
routines will keep your attention . Anyone else should be prepared ahead of time for some
very plain spoken material and ,
maybe, if you can wade through
all the schmaltz, see a few sparks
of truth.
.
,
Lenny is at' Celebration
Playh ouse, 118 Sout h Ave in
Cranford, every Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday, Fridays and Sundays
at 8:30 and Saturday at 7 and 10
o 'clock . Reservations mav be
made by calling 351-SC>"B. .
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Squirettes Win EAIAW Championship
the game, they also fouled a lot
by David Schwenzer
late in the contest, and our foul
Disappointed at not getting an
shotting left a lot to be desired,
N .A .I.W., bid the Squirettes
but basically I think we were ~a
entered the Eastern Assoc. for
,
better balanced team ."
int-e rcoliegiate- - Athletics - for
Montgomery scored 40 points
Women tourn;iment and had a
for the 3-days work and Salvio
real New York E,-perience . ,
" We were di: appointed, we _had 38.
Janet's 40 points was an amazfelt that we were ,l stronger team
ing achievement considering
than last season , with a stronger
that she was doubtful for the
schedule and based on that we
season due to a summer
should have gone to Temple,"
operation.
moaned coach Pat Hannisch .
" As a freshman last year she
Squirette fans were happy
was one of our high scorers, this
however as Kean won the
year she is one of our better
E.A .I.A.W. by defeating Fordham
defensive players. She is a great
57-50.
leaper and scoring wise she is
Kean
forward
Janet
capable of netting 18-20 points a
Montgomery led the scoring
game," praised Hannisch.
column with 14 points, and Jen" In Thursday night' s quarter
nifer Savio contributed nine,
final match , Savio's 19 points and
Elaine
Carroll
had eight
and 17 rebounds led Kean to a
rebounds.
64-28 drupbing
of Bentley,
. " The championship game
Elaine Carroll's 12 points and 10
against Fordham was not really as
rebounds also had a hand in the
close as the final score would indicate. They Ian-off some 14
victory.
points in a row near the end of
In semi-final action Friday

j Intramural

Basketball
Monday Men's: The Untouchables, behind Martin' s 26point performance defeated the
Survivors, 62-49. Willis scored 13
for the Untouchables. Elliott led
the Survivors with 15 points. The
Black Birds edged Them 40-36 as
Royster led all scorers with 19
points. Moyd added 12 for the
winners. Vitalie scored 14 ·and
Muratore 12 for them. The
Chumps continued their winning ways with a 62-38 win over
the Eagles. Damico scored 22 and
Fernandez added 23 for the
winners. Spreitzder scored 11
and Curran 10 for the Eagles. The
Knicks ran over the Nuggets, 8520 and Kittrell 20, Ellison 13,
Hayes 12and Chapman 10forthe
winners .. Iannuzzi scored eight
for the Nuggets.
Tuesday Men's: The ]ox
defeated the Celtics, 91-40 as
Jones tallied a game-high 32
points. Copeland added 24 and
Walker 10. Mellace was high for
the Celtics with 14 points. The
Owls bombed the Renegades,
109-36. Johnston scored 28
points for the Owls, Callahan
added 25, Ferriera 22, Brown 16
and Klutkowski 10. Diaz led the
Renegades with 15 and Klosterman added 11.
Wednesday women's: The
Kean Kuties II beat Shazam 5126. Kathy Sharp scored 15, and
Bergalowski added 14 for the
winners. Valenti scored 10 for
the Shazams. Brown Sugar stayed
undefeated by beating the Sharp
Shooters, 23-15. Wells with eight
and Plegent with six led the
winners. Buehler and Ross
scored six each for the Sharp
Shooters. The Resident Rips kept
pace with Brown Sugar by beating the Over the Hill Gang, 24-15.

Schedule
Thursday, March 17: Gym B
and Gym C
6 p.m.
Playboys / EIEIO;
Chi/Tau
7 p.m . Rogers Hall/Klan;
Lightning 5/Phi
8 p.m. BestTeam/ Hearth;-Busche/Pi
Tuesday, March 22: Gym Band
Gym C
6 p.m. Oold vs . Celtics; Owls
vs. ]ox
Monday, March 21
6 p . m.
Chumps / Busch

Lois Menke Breaks
3 Kean Swi~ming Marks
Lois Menke, a freshman from
Maplewood, is setting a torrid
pace for the Kean College swimming team .
Menke is breaking school
records almost every time she
jumps in the pool and the Intercollegiate Swimming and Diving
Championships proved to be no

exception.
Menke set three Kean marks as
the Squirettes placed eighth in
.t he overall competition at St.
Peter's College, Jersey City.
The Columbia High graduate
swam the 500-yard freestyle in
6:23 .6; the 100-backstroke in
1 :13.6 and the 200-free in 2:22.6.
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The Squirettes, -winners of the 1977 EAIAW playoffs.

& Club News

Morris led the Rips with 12
markers. Team 5 received a
forfeit win from Nu Theta Chi.
Zeta Delta beat the Delta Dribblers, 26-6 as duffy scored 12
points. White chipped in eight
for Zeta. Sozio Hall defeated
Sigma Kappa, 26-10. Dean led all
scorers with 14 points, Garcia
scored six for Sig Kap .
Men: The Best Team bombed
Busche, 80-32 as Steve Vanicek
led all scorers with 25 points.
Troise added 16, and Neumann
and Piromalli chipped in with 12
apiece. Watson scored 13 for
Busche. Chi won over the Grambling Klansmen, 54-33 as Hopkins scored 20, and LaPlaca 14.
Cleamons tallied 14 for the
Klansmen. Phi defeated Rogers
Hall, 52-29 with Joe Torres scoring 22, and Sauer 13. Jackson
scored 10 for Rogers Hall. The
Hearthstones continued without
a loss, defeating Tau, 55-29. The
Curran Brothers shared scoring
honors for the winners, Kyle with
17, Terry with 16 and Keith with
13. Fulton' stored 13 for Tau. The
Playboys beat Pi 53-45 behind
Chomuck's 25 points. Rodriguez
scored 16, and Ruggieri 14 for the
losers.

Mon.-Fri. 9:45-5:45
Sat. 10-4
Phone: (201) 659-2595
'1•

first seed this year we were expected to win it was a totally
different outlook."
The team finished
the
successful season with a 16-4 log.

night, Mon.tgomery and Gela her fine play with 15 rebounds.
Mazzella each scored 18 points
lead the Squirettes to a 79-55win
" The feeling going into this
over the Orang_
e women - of--~year's tournament , was . tp_tally
Syracuse, Jen Savio continued
different than last year. Being the

I

Bombers; Them/Untouchables
7
p.m.
Knicks / Eagles ;
Nuggets/Black Birds
8 p.m . Hearthstones/ Pi
8 p .m. Best Team/EIEIO
(8 p .m . games from Thursday
night)

Wednesday, March 23: Gym B
and Gym C
6 p.m. Sig Kap/First Aid ; Sharp
S./Res . Rips
7 p.m. Zeta vs. Team 5;
Shazam/Brown Sugar
8 p.m. Delta Dribblers/ Sozio;
Kuties II/O.T.H .' Gang

Skaters' Hopes Still
Alive in Playoff Action
each scored three assists in the
winning effort, while goalie Bob
Bru~mer returned to top form ,
stopping 29 of 31 N.J.I.T. shots on
goal.
Coach Tom O'Donnell was
pleased with his team's play in
the third period , when the
Squires returned to their system
of hard hitting. The outcome was
fjve big third period goals. Kean
will next meet N. Y. Tech . Three
stars: Ed Deresky, Bob Botlan,
Charlie Parenteau.

Freshman
standout
Eddie
Deresky scored three goals and
an assist to keep the Kean
College Hockey team's hopes
alive by downing N.J .I.T. 8-2 in
playoff action at the Branchbrook Ice Center.
Bob Boylan scored a pair of
goals while Mike Griffin, John
Lang, and John Montana each
contributed a goal in the big victory, which puts the first year
super team in the semi-finals.
Tom Mullen and Bob Rohlander
MEN'S BASKETBALL STANOINGS
(Games Played Through March 5th)

CONFERENCE

w
Glassboro State
William Paterson
- Kean
Jersey City State
Montclair State
Trenton State
Ramapo

10
9
3
5
5
3
2

L
2
3

w

9

17
21
20
13
11
8

10

5

4

7
7

OVERALL
L
Pf

11
4

8
12
13
18
21

2214
2016
2104
1755
1638
1528
1649

PA
1075
1729
1923
1680
1 S75
1742
1898

LAST WEEK'S RESULTS
Trenton State 66, Jersey C it y State 59
William Paterson 92, Washington and Lee 68 (NCAA )
Methodist (N .C.) 85, Glassboro State 82 (NCAA )
William Paterson 62 , Methodist (N .C. ) 60 (NCAA )
Kean 64, C.W. Post 63 (ecac)
Kean 67, CCNY 61 (~CAC ) ,
Glassboro State 103, Washington and Lee 85 (NCAA)

Dear Student,
Winter sports activities, such as skiing and ice skating, are becoming more and more prevalent in American society .
The following Questionaire has been designed to gauge your
interest in a winter sports curriculum at Kean College.
We feel that if enough students indicate a genuine interest such a
program will be possible. So PLEASE TAKE THE TIME to answer the
questions and feel free to make any helpful suggestions.
Return this portion AS SOON AS POSSIBLE TO " WINTER SPORTS
BOX" at one of the following locations : Cafeteria , Student Center ,
Physical Education Office , Bartlett Hall , Rogers Hall , Sozio Hall , Burch
Hall.
1. Do you enjoy winter recreational activities su ch as skiing, ice
skating, toboganning, and snowmobiling?
YES
NO
2. Would you be interested in taking a comprehensive course to
learn and improve your skills in these areas?
YB
NO
3. Would you be interested in spending a week at a ski resort.during
the January intersession to take a one credit course?
YES
NO
4. Would you consider this a valuable learning experience?
YES
NO
5. Are you aware of a course presently offered in these areas at
Kean College?
YES
NO
6. Do you have any useful suggestions to offer?
YES
NO
You may also mail your answers to:
WINTER SPORTS BOX
KEAN COLLEGE, BARTLETT HALL
UNION, N.J. 07083
TO RECEIVE FREE ADDITIONAL INFORMATION :
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
A d d r e s s - -. .(- ..-'l- s.- - -~- , . . . , . - ~ - - - -- - - - - - ... ( , •. ·" .. \ .... ~
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Sen. lmperiale
Speaks
At
Kc
·
c.
by

r . Proudfoot

· I
d
h L" I
State Senator Ant h ony lmpena e appeare_ _at t e_ rtt e .
Theatre last Wednesday as a guest.of the Pol1t1cal Science
.. Cluh. ~He is run □ ing as . an lnp_ependen_t ~andidate for
Gove r nor of New Jersey. lmperiale is a controversi•a-i
figure in · Garden State Politics. He was a Councilman
from the North Ward of Newark and ran unsuccesfully
.
'
.
for Mayor of that c,ty before becoming a State Senator.
Attacks Governor Byrne
Mr. lmperiale led-off with an
attack on our present Governor,
Brendan Byrne : " He should be
arrested for impersonating a
governor." The Senator claims
that Governor Byrne has lost
contact with the State 's citizens,
and his income tax is "a fraud ."
lmperiale stated that the income tax was supposed to pay
for education , but in fact the
property tax is still ' illegally' paying for it. He cited Byrne 's
broken promises to hold down

lowering the quality of our
education: " Education in Russia
and China is much more better
than that in the 1J . S." (sic) .
lmperiale charged that N . J.
always goes out-of-state for our
administrators, andpaysthemon
an inflated scale, compared to
professors.
Plan For Reforming
State Government
Senator lmperiale proposed a
definite plan for reforming State
Government: "We mu st stabilize
and expand business and

tuition at the State Colleges, and
urged that the Chancellor of
Higher Education, Dungan , be
" sent back to Chile, where he
belongs."

construction . projects. The
regulatory agencies should help
corporations, rather than fine
them
The educational
system must also be stabilized

and put under the control of the
legislature, rather than
an
autonomous agency."
N .J. Educational System has
lmperiale then offered to
always been used as a pawn in
th e
answer
any ques t·ions
state politics. He noted that the
.
· ht h ave. I n answer
au d Ience
mIg
expense of duplication of adto a question about the alleged
ministration anq services is energy crisis, in the state he stated
ATTENTION ALL EXECUTIVE BOARD CANDIDATES. Each candidate
will be allowed to submit a campaign essay to the Independent. This
essay and a picture of the candidate will be published on Election
Day.
Allessaysshouldbe200wordsorless.Anyessaysthatareoverthe
allowed number of words will be edited. Essays should be in the
Independent Office no later than 3:00 p.m. on Friday. Any essays
which are not submitted by the deadline will not be publisheo
Candidate pictures will be taken on Friday after 12:30 p.m. Failure
toslrow up at this time.will.fgrefil the_picture appearing in the paper.
Education A Pawn in Politics
The Senator claimed that the

Congressman Florio Talks -- -To A Group Of Kean Students

by Kathy Yesenko
On March 7th , Congressman
James Florio came to Kean
College, sponsoted by the
Political Science Club, as part of
the Townsend Lecture Series to
speak on the roles of state and
federal government. A potential
Gubernatorial candidate ,
Repre;entative Florio st,ook
hands with the small group of
students and answered questions from the audience.
" Many New Jersey problems
are"the result of programs that go
beyond scope of what New
Jersey can do" said Florio , explaining that has drained our
resources. The Capital from the
Northeast has gone South, thus

. .
.
redistributing the wealth to
depressed areas. In Congress,
new ~. policies
(contracyclical
spending) have to be formu lated , because now the Nort~
is ~ecoming a ~epr~s~ed ~rea
while the ~outh Is thr1_ving. We
need to give money Is needed,
not distribute it across the
boards."
Mr. Florio said that the Federal
mechanism has to be char.nelled
to deal with national economic
problems in the pockets of
unemployment. The northeast
coalition is trying to do something about the high tax rate ii, this
area as well as high costs of labor
and electricity .

that.it has been "prefabricated.; '
He urged work on the states
water ways to make them m~re
accessible to tankers and supported off-shore oil drilling,
" with stric-t- pollution controJs."
Attacks State lnc?me Tax
In refe~ence to his attack on
the state income tax the Senator
was asked what were the alternatives for funding education, in
light of the State Supreme
Court's ruling on_property taxes .
Senator lmperiale said that "the
Court had no business interfering
in
this matter," and
countered that, " in fact, the
property taxes are still paying for
education ."
When asked about the advisory of police forces on the
projected riot-prone conditions
th is sum mer, he rep I ied
" Hogwash! These are scare tac-

First Critic To Explore
Effect Of Holocaust
Mr. Lan gar , who is Professor of
English at Simmons College and
Lecturer in English and Fellow of
Moree College at Yale, is
probably the first critic to devote
a major study to exploring the
effect of the Holocaust. on
contemporary literatur_e in the
Holocaust and the Literary
Imagination he argues that
because the atrocities of World
War II were literally unspeakable
imaginative writers since then,
whose work has grown out of
these atrocities, have had to discard tradftional forms and invent
new ways of conveying horror
beyond words. As a result, for
such writers as Jerzy Kosinski ,
Jakov Lind, and Henrich Boll ,
reality is seen as grotesque nor-

tics. " lmperiale cited much less
ill feeling between races than
before the last riots, but agreed
that conditions of unemployment and injustice must be
improved.
Defends His Position
In a final question, I asked
what he though would be the
long-term effects of his fight (as a
Newark, North Ward Coun-

Stu den t Rep To

( Continued from page 1)

.
..
f or t h Is po_s1t1on ~ou Id ta k e pace
I
pr~bably in ~pnl and the term of
office to begin on June 1, and ending May 3_
1. This is ~o give the
representative the time to be
briefed on issues before the
Boar d prior to ta k ing O ff ice b y
the member stepping down
from the position when the .
program is in existence.
Whelan Comments
On Proposal
" I think some of the members
of the Board are favorably disposed towards the concept,"
said Buz Whelan, president of
Student Organization. Whelan
would not comment further on
the proposal , but said ,
hupefolly-·- -a·her --tl:ie- ...pr:.esefu......
tation they will all feel that way.''
The requirements of the
proposed member would be to
fulfill the term of office, to
represent all elements of the
student body, and to previously
have been involved for one-year
in a student recognized group.
When asked about the N . J
State Income Tax , Congressman
Florio said that it' s supposed to
give relief from the property tax.
tax. The system has to be
monitored so that it isn 't repressive and that property tax relief is
substantial. A s far as Bilingual
Education goes, Cong. Florio
feels students should be able to
retain their basic language and
phase into English as a second
language. The main problem is
lack of state funds .

Author to Lecture On Holocaust
Larence L. Langer , a nominee last year tor th e National
l:3ook Award for his pioneering critical study, The
Holocaust and the Literary lmagination,published by
Yale University Press. has been invited by the ~nglish
Department and the Townsend Lecture Committee to
speak at Kean College on Wednesday evening, March
23 , at 7:30 , in the Browsing Room (adjoing th e Book
~tore). The subject of· his talk, whi ch will b e open to thP
public, will be The Legacies of the Holocaust.

Photo b y Phil Cafasso

State Senator Anthony lmperiale spoke before a group of students
and administrators in the Little Theatre.

review of the book in the New
York Tmes Book Review. "The
Holocaust and the Literary
Imagination. . . impels us.
readers and writers al'ike , to in quire after the basic paradox :
how can literature delight and
tran sfix or warm and modify a
humanity from whom nothing is
hidden , nothing prohibited , for
whom nothing is shocking or
unreal ".

mal order is fragmented , and
Just Completed A
time sequence is distorted or
Second Book
dislocated.
Professor Langer has just comTheme Is The Fate
pleted a second book, Beyond
Of The Jews
· Furthermore , according to Atrocity, Perspectives on Death
Professor Langer , since one of in Modern Literature, and he is
the recurrent themes in the currently at work on a third , to
be entitled Images of the Surworks of all these writers is the
fate of the Jews, Auschwitz vivors. It is the material for this
becomes a s.ymbol as well as a book, which will be astudy of the
fact of the atrocity of our times ; · way survivors of the deathand the Jewish destiny expresses camps have been presented by
the fate of this century's various writers, such as Bruno
Bettelheim, Elie Wiesel, and
Everyman.
Nellie Sachs, which is the
The fact that it has been pos- content of the course Professor
sible to render the death-camps Langer is giving this semester at
and succeeding horrors in
Yale.
literature at all of course raises a
stillmore profound question,
Paper back copies oflhe
which Professor Langer's book Holocaust and the Literary
forces the reader to face. As Ar- Imagination will be available for
thur A . Cohen wrote in his sale at the lecture.

cilman) against Le Roi Jones'
Kauwaita Towers project . The
Senator defended his position by
citing several violations of State
Law involved in the construction
(including discrimination and
the bypassing of environmental
studies) . He noted that a "year
later the Central Ward used the
same grounds to deny similar
construction. "

s t On· B·oar d
·1

h
A Iso, t e e Iected member cannot hold the position of an executive officer of any student
government concurrent with the
term as representative.
Attend All Board Meetings
Th e d utIes
·
o f t h e stu d ent
b oar d mem b er wou Id b e t o
attend all Board of Trustees
meetings, while being alert to
th e specific needs of th e Kean
College Community.
The representative must
prepare position papers and to
conduct extensive student
surveys and referendums in
cooperation with the three
d
d
stu ent governments to eterd
mine stu ent positions on issues .
Also, the student representative will act as a liaison between
t he Boardand· fne student body ,
make a report at the public
meetings of all th ree st udenr
councils and submit a written
report.

President f M
t I ·
o
on c air
Favors the Idea
In a letter to Sievers, Montclair
State College President David
W.D. Dickson said, " Montclair
State College has had a good
relationship with the individuals
who have represented the
student body. "
Dickson also cited the
educational value of learning the

policy making process of the
Board by the students.
" The -whole relationship,"
Dickson said , " . . . is a very
delicate one , requiring the
highest kind of trust and mutual
respect from all concerned , or
else it is simply untenable."
Great Advancement
Sievers said , " I feel that this
will be a great advancement
toward -the collaboration of
student and administration. H-e
added, " I hope that the Board of
Trustees will
act favorably
towards this proposal."

Primary Elections Today
{Contin ued fr o,71 p age 7i

dinator of Emerging Nation s
Coalition at Harvard Model
U . N . Conference , and - Vice
Pre sident ' s task force for
Academi c Policy
NSA Coordini\tor Candidates
The position of NSA Coo rdinator (National Student A ~sociation ) entails providing services , such as lawyers, and an upcoming employment servi ce for
students . The candidates for NSA
are :
Ralph
A.
Abbate,
Ballot
number 5. I' ve actively served in
· Student Org fortwo years . I hope
to bring new ideas into the office
while continuing the work of the
past administration . I feel that I
am qualified to work as NSA
Coordinator.
Jeff A. Dunbar, Ballot number
6. As a relative ne)Vcomer in
Student Organization Elections , I

hope to bring in new points of
view and ideas. I feel both personall y motivated and qualified
to handle the position o f NSA
Coordinator .
Joe Ginarte, Ballot nul'lber 7. I
ha ve served on ou r Studen t
Counci l. I have represented our
college at the Harvard National
Model Uni ted Nations. I have
written for th e Independent. I'm
presentl y serving on var iou s
College Committees. Jud ge for
yoursel f.
Donald Jones, Ballot number
8. M y name is Donald Jones and I
am running for National Student
Coordinator. During my years
here at Kean , I have participated
in various organizations such as
Third World , WNSC radio and ·
various other activities on campus. I also served as Senior
Student Body President in High
School.

Kean .Wins Two Awards
(Continued from page 1)
Humanitarian and Cultural ; ancr
Howard Popper , Political and
Security. Faculty advisor was Dr.
Charles Kelly who prepared the
students by instructing them on
rules of procedure, points of
order; and the political positions
of each country.
Alva Drakes was singled out a.s
best delegate in the Economic
and Financial Committee and
received a gavel and certificate
froni Harvard. Georgina
Wilheim received a certificate of
honorable mention for overall
delegate performance in the
Legal Committee. These awards
were based on how the delegate
represented
the , Nation 's
policies; his knowledge and use
of diplomatic protocol and U. N .
Charter; his effectiveness in
caucausing; and the extent of
creative
diplomacy.
Kean

College students certainly impressed other schools with their
knowledge and preparation.
Financed
by Student
Organization, Kean 's representatives were able to gain a keener
insight into world problems and
resolutions that confront the
U. N . on a day-to-day basis . Each
student was successful in formulating a resolution and getting twenty signatures to place it
on the agenda of their committee. Out of twelve resolutions
submitted by Kean , six came up
for votes, four passed through
committee, and one went to the
Plenary Session where it was narrowly defeated (falling short of a
2/3rds majority) .
President Weiss congratulated
the students for their fine work
in bringing national recognition
to the school.

